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VARIABLE PIG  

(BASQUE PIG) 
 

POLAR PIG 178 
 

Welcome to another issue of Variable Pig. It’s a rapid turnaround this time as I’ve been trying 
to finish the zine ahead of a busy trade show and conference season. It all starts tomorrow 
with the Waterborne Symposium in New Orleans where I will again be teaching a short 
course and presenting a paper.  
 
It’s been a busy month preparing for the next few months even though I managed to keep my 
January clear from customer travel. I have written two technical papers this month and 
helped a colleague prepare a third. I have also helped my colleagues with editing and 
reviewing papers, as well as preparing the presentations. I’m glad that these are all finished 
now, although I still must present them. Of course, having kept January clear from business 
travel, I have a lot of trips lined up for the next couple of months.  
 
My first was this week with a short trip to Boston and Portland, which was my first visit to the 
state of Maine. Sadly, the weather was awful, so I didn’t get to see too much, but the town 
centre of Portland was quite pleasant, and they had some great beers to enjoy.  
 
Otherwise, it’s been a quiet month since last issue. The weather has been unusually mild, 
with only a couple of light very light snow falls and some cold nights. However, despite the 
mild weather, we haven’t travelled much and stayed with our winter routine. Jacqueline had 
some fun at choir as they learned a new (to the choir) 13th century anthem that had the same 
tune as the mice from “Bagpuss”.  
 
I’ve been using our company fitness centre quite a bit this last month. We’ve managed at 
least one, sometimes two games per week and we’re slowly getting better. The big challenge 
has been remembering the footwork and getting quickly back into a central position. Serving 
is also a challenge – trying not to step back to quickly after a short service so not to get 
wrong footed by a return dropshot. The second half of the bowling season has started, and 
we remain in the top half. I finally bowled my first 200 game of the season at a fundraising 
tournament and my game has gone downhill ever since. 
 
No concerts or plays to talk of recently, but we have made a few plans for later in the year. 
The big one is Rammstein in the summer, during their first American tour for ages. I’ve never 
seen them before and I’m curious how it will work in a big stadium. Hannah was 
unsuccessful in getting tickets for the My Chemical Romance reunion, as tickets sold out 
almost immediately and then quadrupled in price. We also bought our tickets for the summer 
Shakespeare Festival and a couple of Act One productions, so the coming months will be 
busier. 
 
There’s not much new in the zine to report this time, after the recent run of game starts, so 
I’m going to call it a wrap here as I’ve over exercised my writing organs. Until next time… 
 

* * * * * 
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Letters 
 
Bob Pitman Happy New Year Piggers! 
Andy York Happy New Year! Take care and have a wonderful 2020! 
Mike Pollard Happy new year, Jim! 
Jon Carter Happy new year. 
Christian Bien Greetings from Germany 
Murray Egan Happy New Year James!! Wishing you and Jacqueline all the best for this year (and 
Decade!!!).    

Thanks Everyone. 
 
Murray Egan Awesome that you had the kids around for Christmas and through the hols.  I trust you 
like their 'significant others'?? Emma wrapped up the final Fall semester of her ChemE degree and joined us for 
Christmas. She left on New Year’s Eve to join friends at Michigan State, so we had friends over and played 
games intending to celebrate a New York ball drop. In the end, we ended up celebrating an LA ball drop and 
I've been on detox since  ;-) 

We had a great Christmas and it was nice to see the kids. We get on well with the kid’s partners –it’s 

always good to see them. Your new party sounded like ours last year with all the cocktail making. I 

hope the detox is successful. 
 
Andy York as for the weather here in Austin, it's been a mild winter so far - even if the first freeze 
was a month early. On Christmas Day I sat on the balcony to do some reading! Today, it reached 70 and 
tomorrow supposed to be near 75. The next few weeks, typically the coldest of the year, are expected to be 
much warmer than usual. We'll see if we make it to Spring without an ice storm. 

We’ve also had a very mild winter so far. A few chilly days and a couple of light snowfalls (no more 

than 2”) and that’s all. Odd as it’s nearly mid-February. 
 
Martin Walker  Still very mild here, no snow at all yet, hope all is well. 
Chris Hibbert the weather here has been normal rainy. No serious storms, but enough rain so we 
don't have to worry about a drought this year or probably next. And most weekends have been dry enough that 
I've been able to continue to play volleyball Sunday mornings. 

It’s still mild here, although nights have occasionally been quite cold. Still no major snowstorms yet. 

However, it’s not warm enough for outdoor sports, so we’ve been enjoying post-work games of 

badminton. 
 
Bob Pitman 2020 looks pretty grim on the climate change front. Davos is just ending as I write, and 
I heard a nice description of it.. “Billionaires telling millionaires how the middle classes should reduce their 
emissions”. Our global politics really isn’t up to the challenge.  

I think that may be an understatement. 
 
Brendan Whyte Got back last night from rainy green NZ (though covered in smoke from Australia) into 
the very Australia from whence that smoke originates. Signs on the highway out of Sydney advised that Hume 
Hwy was open, but "south coast roads closed keep away". Yet radio news said south coast towns wanted 
tourists to come and they were open for business. Today in Canberra is 15-25 deg, and heavy smoke haze. 
The hospital 500m away is no longer visible out the window. 

That sounds really bad. I hope that it has cleared up by now. 
 
Brendan Whyte After weeks of high temps and bushfire smoke, the drought broke today with golf-sized 
hail, smashing all the cars in the carpark at work, wounding one of our managers who was out walking. Lots of 
tow trucks at 5pm towing away smashed cars, and amazing amounts of leaves and branches were strewn 
about, completely covering the footpaths, making them look like lawns. Thankfully I cycled to work today! Quite 
a day. 

I’m glad to hear that you’re OK and that the drought has broken, albeit in such a dramatic way. We 

have just had our roof repaired after last year’s hailstorm, although it wasn’t as bad as yours. We 

aren’t happy with the work and are still trying to get everything fixed. I hope the worst of the fires is 

now over. 
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Brad Martin A couple of really hot days here in Western Australia (around 40°C) but our summer 
hasn't been unusual so far (unlike that in the Eastern States). The Tory politicians continue to deny that human-
induced climate change has any bearing on the bushfire crisis. It’s much easier to bury your head in the sand. 

The news has turned its attention to the coronavirus, so I hope that the weather and its related 

problems have eased off.  
 
Mike Townsend Only one game!  When I have a bit more time (not sure when that will be) I will sign up 
to some more.  Currently what is causing chaos for me is Coronavirus.  Who the hell knows what the situation 
might be when people are reading this in the Pig?  All I can say now is that my job of working with China just 
got a whole lot more volatile.  The people I work with over there are obviously very anxious, and, at time of 
writing, nobody really knows what happens after the Holiday in China finishes.  We have a non-essential travel 
ban to China now which is causing lots of replanning and working out how we can keep stuff going without face 
to face meetings. To me the omens on this one look pretty bad - I hope I am wrong! 

I’d forgotten about your new position in China. I’ve been checking in with my colleagues and friends 

in Shanghai and Guangzhou. Their Chinese New Year holidays have been extended and generally not 

getting out much, but the situation in Shanghai isn’t too bad. I still worry for them though. I hope that 

your colleagues are all doing well. Do you recall the old RR map of China? I remember the first time I 

played it thinking that Wuhan must be the cross-roads of China. The virus couldn’t have arrived in a 

worse place or time. 
 
Bob Pitman Then there’s the Coronavirus coming at us... and Johnsons Brexit by the time the next 
Pig comes out as Dories (Tory MP) and some Brexit party MEP noticed this month – it means that the UK will 
have no representation at the EU when they make new rules or laws during the transition period, shock horror... 
it’s almost as if they either didn’t read anything to do with their party policies or they are just “challenged”. 
Horrible but the bright side of all this is that the bulk of Brexit persons are older so will shuffle off the stage and 
we can have another vote to re-join if they will have us! 

Maybe if they had done more of their work while MEPs, they wouldn’t object to so many EU policies. 

It will be interesting to see how the new trade deal negotiations go, once the posturing finishes. 
 
Bob Pitman I didn’t write any letters last issue, apart from the proximity to Christmas and the 
horrors of the TV and social media coverage of UK Politics. Christmas was OK, I’m usually all Christmas’ed up 
by early December but this year it was the weekend before Christmas, and I was still shopping in desperation! 
After the Turkeys finished voting for Christmas I just despaired of your average UK voter... but mostly it was the 
Labour party leadership believing its own publicity and thinking that they could actually win in December... 
all  they had to do was stymy Johnson for another few months and the Tory party would have fallen apart and 
eaten its own weakest offspring, a sea change that would have seen off the moronic right for decades... but no 
Corbyn believed his own PR and handed Jellyfish Johnson an obvious gift. It’s even worse that Labour don’t 
seem to have learned anything from 2019, it seems to me that this first job of a political party is to get elected 
(as long as it’s done with honesty and truth) then you get to implement policy, anything else is just ineffective 
opposition. Anyway enough... we are “boned” to use a colloquialism.  

I vaguely followed the election via the BBC website, but it was like following the Brexit vote over 

again. I can follow another repeat this year as elections return to the US and Pennsylvania is a swing 

state, 
 
Bob Pitman Good luck with Penn! Politics seems to be polarised in the English-speaking west! The 
rise of the great mass of reality TV viewers with access to Social Media doesn’t seem to be losing its head of 
steam unfortunately (a gross and unfair pigeon-holing I know!!). We get the electorate that the Media decides 
we deserve it seems and it’s getting more bovine and herd-like all the time! 

Sad but true – I think our readers on both sides of the aisle would agree. 
 
Andy York Nothing new on the baseball front here, hope to have the Astros caravan 
announcement in the next few days. Am considering a trip to Wichita to see the relocated New Orleans Baby 
Cakes (now the Wind Surge) play the Express in August. The president of the club is a former President of the 
Round Rock Express (in the interim he was running the Sugarland Skeeters and I visited him a number of 
times). Should be fun to see that new stadium and catch up with him (some other Express season ticket holders 
may go as well). 
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How is it with the Astro’s now. They’ve been hitting the news for the wrong reasons recently. I finally 

got our Pigs tickets for another season. Our first game is on a Saturday so hopefully it won’t be as 

cold as the usual opening night chiller. 
 

Murray Egan Pleased to read that you are playing badminton!  I haven't played a lot of that game but 
enjoy it intensely...very fast and a great workout.   Keep it up! 

Having a lot of fun with the badminton – currently I’m playing with a Chinese, a Russian, an Indian 

and a Tanzanian, occasionally joined by another English guy. A Brazilian is also interested in joining 

– hopefully, we might get an American in our group soon. We’re playing once or twice a week and 

slowly improving. My height and experience give me a slight edge now, but I still move around the 

court with the grace of a drunken hippo. It is a good workout though. 
 
Allan Stagg Something strange has happened with my bowling.  2019 was my best to date - I 
finished the year with and average for the year of 153 (compared to my usual 145 - 148 average.  I only had 
one 200+ score, so nothing too brilliant, but a lot of fairly solid scores and nothing too disastrous.  This year I 
am averaging 163 and have had two 200+ games in two weeks.  I am just waiting for the bubble to burst! 

Congrats on your bowling. My average remains around 158, but I’m consistent. I finally had my first 

two hundred game this season (220) in a local fundraising tournament, but I also had a 547 series that 

was very satisfying. We’re currently in mid-table having finished in the top half in the first part if the 

season. 
 

Murray Egan as this is Emma's last year at MSU and skating, Sue and I are enjoying every moment 
at the rink with her.  We just returned from their Midwest Regional where they placed 4th (Pewter medal) and in 
March we will follow her out to Providence for Nationals. When she graduates in May it will be bittersweet 
knowing that we will likely not see her skate again...sigh.  The upside however is that she has an engineering 
job to go to in Colorado where she will start her own career.  We all grow up sometime  (Sue assures me that 
my chance is next year ;-) 

Amazing to think that it’s Emma’s last year at MSU. I’m glad she’s doing well and great to hear that 

she has a job already lined up. Colorado is a fair hike from Illinois, but I’ve heard it’s a great place to 

visit. Shame about the skating but hopefully she can find some way to keep it going when she gets to 

Colorado. Great news about the Pewter medal and we wish her all the best for the Nationals. 
 
Chris Hibbert I usually talk about the San Jose Sharks, but this year, the less said the better. They 
are very unlikely to make the playoffs this season, for the second time in 16 years. 

Sorry to hear the Sharks are disappointing this year, but I guess that’s part of the cycle. Hopefully it 

will just be a 1 season blip. We’re going to see the Lehigh Valley Phantoms vs Charlotte Checkers 

hockey game at the end of February. 
 
Michael Pargman France was nice but skiing for two weeks was a bit too much for the body. My back and 
my legs were not used to this much exercise and felt weary. So, I got tired early and slept a lot. But it was fun, 
and we had surprisingly good weather with several days of sun and clear skies. Spending this much time with 
friends and family was also nice.  

I only tried skiing once and it was definitely tiring. Sounds like a good holiday. We’re planning to go 

back to France in the summer. 
 
Carolyn Townsend I hope you are getting ready for the Superbowl this weekend – Mike is with the “boys” 
as usual.  I am looking forward to a relaxing weekend reading. 

I hope you enjoyed the break – it was a great game. 
 
Steve Guest (re. Superbowl event) Just about. We’re flying to the US straight afterwards, and to the 
same location (Miami). We’ll be going to the Solar Orbiter launch at Kennedy Space Centre, currently Feb 
7th.  It was due the 5th but slipped a couple of days last week. Hopefully it won’t slip more, which could bugger 
up travel plans a bit. This is a holiday on my time and money by the way, not a work jolly, although the NASA 
invite to the launch event is due to me having worked on it. 

NASA occasionally makes launches from Virginia that should bring the flight path in view from 

Coopersburg. Jacqueline gets notice about this and we’ve tried watching a couple of times, but 

without success. I hope you enjoyed the trip. 
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Bob Pitman We did get our hybrid car back late October, it’s a joy to drive, packed with technology 
and is pretty fuel efficient. It’s a Japanese Toyota CHR with a very very lovely top of the range spec, self-
charging so we don’t have to plug it in, and we don’t have range limitations. Adaptive cruise control means Noel 
is a much more relaxed passenger on motorway trips with the car keeping its own safe distance and managing 
the speed. Currently getting around 70-80 MPG on urban runs and 60 mpg on the motorway. The only problem 
is that Noel knows how to change the Bluetooth connection to her phone so musically it’s a bit of a horror! 

Good to hear that you finally got the car – sounds pretty fancy. Does it have a CD player, or has it 

completely moved over to electronics like our Honda. My old iPod now lives in the car connected 

through cables. I’m not a fan of cruise control, but I do like some of the other safety features. 
 
Bob Pitman There is no CD player, either a Bluetooth connection or a USB plugin, it’s nice as I am 
not fond of commercial radios pulp output for the most part, I’ve grown away from playground rhymes! 

I have my old iPod plugged into our car and now working my way through all the songs on shuffle. 

I’m up to song 1300 now. It’s quite a good way to hear songs you haven’t heard for a while. 
 
Bob Pitman The car is very tech... but I still do the bloke thing of learning from experience rather 
than reading the instructions in any depth! The adaptive cruise control is great 95% of the time... you just set 
the max speed and then the car follows the car ahead’s speed while maintaining a safe gap. I’ve let the robot 
slow down from 75 to 0 when we’ve got traffic (Winchester) and then it picked up the speed as the traffic moves 
all without me doing any accelerator work. It is vulnerable to the drivers that see a gap and pull out into it, then 
the robot slows down to recover the safe distance... which opens the gap again.  

Wow, that’s advanced autonomous driving. I’m not sure I would have the confidence to try that. Pretty 

cool though. 
 
Bob Pitman I was taken by surprise when the headlights started flashing up to high beam coming 
back from games night in the dark... I thought there was a problem until I read the book a bit more and found 
they are automatic as well, so far it hasn’t blinded any oncoming traffic. All works off the radar so if you listen on 
the right frequency our cars must sound like passing bats! The camera that reads speed signs also came as a 
surprise... “the speed limit is 30 MPH” took me a while to work out that it was a camera and not some advanced 
GPS thing! I am enjoying still the car though. 

Our Honda also has the automatic headlight adjustments, but I’m not convinced how well it works, so 

I usually deactivate it, I don’t know if it can read speed signs though. 
 
Natalie Amery  Maybe one of these months I'll actually achieve my goal of getting VP orders in before 
deadline day.  This month however I'm busy preparing for Ambercon NI which is next weekend and I'm running 
two games (it's going to be the biggest ACNI yet with 30 attendees and 9 game slots (two of which are officially 
before the con starts)). 

That sounds fun. I haven’t been to a gaming convention for ages. I’m hoping we might get to Smores 

and Meeples later this year. 
  
Allan Stagg Our Christmas and New Year was busy as usual - travelling to Yateley in the day then 
on to Pewsey in the evening, coming home after a Boxing day meal at my Mums.  She is pretty immobile now, 
so we have to have the family gatherings at hers.  On New Year’s Eve we entertained some long-term friends 
whom we game with.  They brought Concordia, which we started about 10 in the evening and finished just 
before 4 in the morning of New Year's Day.  It was the first time we had all played it, and we had the inevitable 
break for the fireworks, but it was certainly one of our longer New Year’s Eve celebrations. 

Glad to hear that you had a good holiday. I’ve not played Concordia, but I have played two long 

games recently at EPGS. We played De Macher yesterday and Colonizing Mars last month. It’s nice 

to play some of the longer games occasionally. Our holiday was peaceful and relaxed, and we didn’t 

have travel anywhere.  
 
Richard Smith After the recent burst of activity things are fairly quiet on the Rivals map-making front. I 
am going to polish off version 2 of the Crets map (now that the 2020 location is known) and I've just started on 
some improvements to the South Downs Way map, which will of course not be complete until the current 
games finish and the feedback is taken on board. I did belatedly spot that I spelt Selborne wrong (having just 
connected it). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selborne 

I’ve made a start on my Lehigh Valley BB map, but it’s still early in development. I suspect I won’t get 

too much more done until conference season is finished. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selborne
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Michael Pargman I was a bit stressed to get the games sent before work since I wasn’t coming home in 
the evening.  

Please don’t get stressed – it’s meant to be fun. I’m relaxed about the deadline as there are so many 

games, I can usually work on some while waiting for late orders. It’s when I send reminders that it’s 

more urgent. 
 
Martin Walker  Sorry I never voted in the Zine Poll as I only see your zine, I was surprised to see as 
many listed.  

Hopefully you can do so next year. The hobby seems to be having a small revival right now and I’m 

really pleased that Alex has restarted the poll.  
 
Chris Hibbert Our latest fruit crop of the year is our persimmon tree, which is our biggest tree. The 
fruit aren't ripe until Thanksgiving. A normal good crop is probably 40 gallons of fruit. This year we could tell 
early that it was going to be a banner year, and we ended up with more than 70 gallons (more than 250 litres) of 
persimmons. We've been eating, drying, freezing, and giving them away since Thanksgiving, and I think we're 
down to about 15 gallons now. Last year I think we got less than 5 gallons, so replenishing the dried and frozen 
stores to last for a few years is nice. 

The Persimmon Tree sounds a great success. It sounds like an awful lot fruit, but very tasty. 
 
Allan Stagg Julie and I had both flirted with coughs and sneezes before Christmas, and they 
returned in full force in the first week of January.  Julie had a horrible cough, I had an infection in my mouth and 
ear, and neither of us felt particularly good.  Happily, they passed after a week or two, but not the best start to 
2020. 

Hope you’ve now recovered from your colds. So far, we’ve managed to steer clear on any serious 

winter infections, although I have a slight sore throat. 
 
Bob Pitman Mum was made permanent in the care home, loads of issues still around the location 
and what’s best for her but at least I am on guarded speaking terms with my sibling. We managed to sell her 
house and we complete next week after some difficulties, somewhere land registry lost of destroyed the land 
deed (Dad had to do a 2 stage process, buy the land from on arm of the building company and then pay them 
to build the house on the plot). So our buyer got a bit iffy and we had to insure him, all was in place and house 
was empty by end of November but then we think his builder couldn’t start until February so he was finding 
reasons not to exchange until then which got very annoying. One date we dangled was apparently 
“inauspicious”. Bit of a wrench selling Mums house and our family home. Otherwise Mum is OK, she came to us 
for Christmas, we had to manage her medication and we have stairs which were a huge trail every night. The 
worst bit is she forgets she has moved into the care home after a few hours away (so even pub lunches are 
difficult) and we go through the same heart-breaking scene as we try to explain it to her. It’s so upsetting for 
her. I hate this dementia. 

Sorry to hear about your Mum’s dementia. It’s a cruel disease. 
 
Bob Pitman Mums house goes tomorrow... lots of funny little memories cropping up. I meant to take 
a photo of where our cat “Bundy” walked across the concrete path Dad had laid in 1963, those paw prints are 
all that was left of that cat and although it’s a stupid thing I would have liked a photo of them! The dementia is 
horrible... she’s fine mostly but can’t make new memories, routine sticks but after 2 hours out of the home, 6 
months of living there had vanished. 

Good luck getting everything closed on your Mum’s house. I’m sure it will be a relief when everything 

is sorted. 
 
Steve Ham I hope you are well and Happy New Year. Sorry this is a bit late - it's been a very busy 
start to the new year. My Dad died on 1st January. He'd been fighting cancer for a few years and unfortunately 
his final months were quite tortuous. He was admitted to a hospice in Essex a week before Christmas and so 
there were lots of trips to and from Norfolk to Essex. The funeral is on Thursday. 

Sorry to hear about your Dad, especially as the last few months were difficult. The long drives must 

have been difficult. I hope that the rest of the year improves. 
 
Steve Ham On top of that, there was a reorganisation at work which started in September. My role 
was to be shared across 4 different individuals. Unfortunately, the HR policies didn't allow me to apply for any 
other role (not exactly fair!). Fortunately, a chance conversation in November resulted in my getting a role at the 
same level I was at in Norfolk, but this time in Cambridgeshire. 
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I've really enjoyed the energy that comes with starting a new role though it's taking a while to get used to the 
commute. It's now 5 different NHS organisations I've worked for in 7 years - the 7 years before that I only 
worked for one. 

Congratulations on the new job, although the circumstances don’t sound that great. I hope the 

commute isn’t too painful. 
 

Brendan Whyte Do you know, I've just realised your games are listed alphabetically by title. How about 
that. I never noticed before! 

I mostly GM the games in that order too. 
 
Chris Hibbert Thanks for running Variable Pig. I get a lot out of it. 

I’m glad that you’re enjoying the Pig – it’s been running smoothly for a while now. 
 

* * * * * 
 

Teadance 
 

Game 8 – Round Five 
 
An amazingly decisive victory for the Labour Party under Steve Ham as his opponents failed to register a 
score. 
 

 Bids 
Remaining 

Bids for  
4 Men 

Bids for 1 
Woman 

Total Men Total 
Women 

Grand 
Total 

Labour Party 
Steve Ham 

 8 + 1 4 - 1 15 4 60 

Conservative Party 
Roger Trethewey 

 4 - 1 3 + 1 0 7 0 

Liberal Party 
Arthur Owen 

 6 5 0 8 0 

 

Congratulations to Steve Ham (Labour) 
Game End Statements welcome 

 
 

Work Rest and Play 
 

Game 14 – Round Two 
 
Arthur secures both the Work and Play credits and Steve takes the Rest credit on a tiebreaker leaving Roger 
still to get off the mark. 
 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Roger 50-49-1 50-49-1      

Steve 56-39-5 50-49-1      

Arthur 50-49-1 53-45-2      

 
Roger: 0 x 0 x 0 = 0 
Steve: 1 x 1 x 1 = 1 
Arthur:  1 x 1 x 1 = 1 
 

* * * * * 
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By Popular Demand 
 

Round Four – Letter H 
 

Player U.S. 
President 

Fish Medical 
Condition 

Flower UK Town or 
City 

Adjective  

John 
Walker 

Hoover Haddock HIV Hyacinth Hull Happy (60) 
286 

Martin 
Walker 

Hoover Haddock Hepatitis Hyacinth Hull Happy (58) 
273 

Steve 
Guest 

Hoover Haddock Headache Hyacinth Hull Hard (53) 
273 

Michael 
Pargman 

Hoover Haddock HIV Hortensia Hull Hungry (46) 
267 

Dane 
Maslen 

Hoover Haddock Hernia Hyacinth Hull Heavy (59) 
256 

Roger 
Trethewey 

Hoover Haddock Herpes Hydrangea Hastings Hot (39) 
244 

Steve Ham Hoover Herring Halitosis Hydrangea Hull Happy (46) 
232 

Mike 
Pollard 

Hoover Haddock Hernia Hydrangea Halifax Hot (46) 
230 

Richard 
Smith 

Hoover Haddock Haemorrhoids Hyacinth Hereford Hot (46) 
229 

Allan Stagg 
 

Hoover Herring Hernia Hollyhock Hereford Heavy (38) 
227 

Brendan 
Whyte 

Hoover Halibut HIV Hyacinth Hull Huge (45) 
214 

Andrew 
York 

Hoover Haddock Hernia Hyacinth Hull Hasty (58) 
208 

Bob 
Gingell 

Hoover Herring Hypertension Hollyhock Hull Happy (45) 
206 

Murray 
Egan 

Hoover Halibut Headache Hyacinth Hemel 
Hempstead 

Heavy (36) 
205 

Arthur 
Owen 

Hoover Halibut Hernia Hyacinth Hull Beautiful (?) (49) 
203 

Jacqueline 
Reader 

Hoover Haddock Hay Fever Hollyhock Harrogate Hilarious (36) 
191 

Brad 
Martin 

Hoover Herring Hernia Hibiscus Hull Happy (49) 
190 

Chris 
Hibbert 

Humphry Haddock Hives Holly Hereford Happy (25) 
176 

Tom 
Howell 

Hoover Herring Hernia Heather Hertford Happy (39) 
173 

MY 
CHOICES 

Warren 
Harding 

Haddock Heart 
Attack 

Hydrangea Halifax Horrible (21) 
198 

 

1. A President of the USA: Herbert Hoover (18): Warren Harding and Hubert Humphry both score 1.  
Five to choose from – my selection came from Al Stewarts song from “Past Present and Future”. I 

guess everyone else just looked for the most recent, as there were no votes for either of the Harrisons 

nor Rutherford Hayes. 

2. A Fish: Haddock (12), Herring (5) and Halibut (3) 

Quite a few to choose from, although I had a blank when I tried to answer the question.. 
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3. A Medical Condition: Hernia (7), HIV (3), Headache (2): Heart Attack, Hepatitis, Herpes, Halitosis, 
Haemorrhoids, Hypertension, Hay Fever and Hives all score 1 

I had a brain freeze trying to answer this – not sure why I found it so difficult given the many answers 

proffered.   

4. A Flower: Hyacinth (9), Hydrangea (4), Hollyhock (3): Hibiscus, Heather, Holly, and Hortensia all score 
1. 

We have Hydrangea’s in our garden – not sure of the others. 

5. A Town or City in the UK: Hull (11), Hereford (3), Halifax (2): Hastings, Hertford, Hemel Hempstead and 
Harrogate all score 1. 

“From Hull and Halifax and Hell, Good Lord deliver me” (The Dalesman’s Lament). 

6. An Adjective: Happy (7), Hot (3), Heavy (3): Horrible, Hasty, Hungry, Hard, Huge, Hilarious and 
Beautiful all score 1. 

I’m curious what answers this might inspire. 
 
Congratulations to Dane Maslen who both scored 59 from a maximum of 64. 
 
 

Players’ Comments 
 
Andy York 
4 - Hyacinth (not Bucket) 
 
Brendan Whyte 
so much for tinker tailor solider sailor... 
Let's try 
2. Hoki is popular in NZ, but hake is more likely to be known elsewhere, but I will go for the halibut, which in in 
Monty Python, but I've never seen one. 
3. Hmm... hepatitis, hives, HIV and herpes. Let's got for HIV 
4. Hyacinth (a Bouquet of them!!) 
5. Huddersfield or Hereford?  Hartlepool or Halifax? High Wycombe or Hull?   Hull! 
6. Huge (rather than humungous or humiliating). 
 
Steve Ham 
US President - Hoover (though I did need to check as I thought he might be the one who formed the FBI) 
 
Tom Howell 
Me thinks this is going to be a very low scoring round... 
1.  Herbert Hoover  --  also W. Harding and two Harrisons  - er, not many choices here. 
2.  Herring  --  Although, Halibut will probably get votes; there are also Hake, hog fish; others I missed? 
Now we get into the too many options to choose from: 
3.  Hernia -- what every guy dreads.  Tempted to go with Hansen's disease (aka leprosy)  Too many others to 
list. 
4.  Heather  --  too many others... 
5.  Hertford  --  just a wild-a** guess 
6.  Happy  --  here's hoping this guess will make me happy... 
 
 
For the fifth round, the letter is C. The categories are 
 

1. A Vegetable 
2. A Bird 
3. An item of clothing 
4. A part of the human body 
5. A Town or City in the USA 
6. Something you might see in the countryside 

 

 

* * * * * 
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Lyric Quiz 
 

Game Fifteen – Round Five 
 
1) “All our times have come, here but now they're gone” (70s) 

“Don’t Fear the Reaper” by Blue Oyster Cult 
John Hopkins, Richard Smith, Murray Egan, Andy York 
 
2) “I was feeling insecure, you might not love me anymore, I was shivering inside" (70s)  
 “Jealous Guy” by John Lennon (or Roxy Music) 
John Hopkins, Dane Maslen, Brendan Whyte, Steve Guest, David Cowie 
 
3) “And so, Sally can wait, she knows it's too late as we're walking on by” (90s) 

“Don’t Look Back in Anger” by Oasis 
John Hopkins, Richard Smith, Dane Maslen, Murray Egan, John Walker, Martin Walker (band only), Steve 
Guest, Jacqueline Reader, David Cowie 
 

4) “Shooting for the stars when I couldn't make a killing, didn’t have a dime but I always had a vision” (2010s) 
“High Hopes” by Panic at the Disco 

Jacqueline Reader 
 
5) “When all hope is gone, why don't you tune in and turn them on” (80s) 

“Sad Songs (Say So Much)” by Elton John 
Richard Smith, Murray Egan, Brendan Whyte (song only), Andy York, Jacqueline Reader 
 
6) “When the day is long and the night, the night is yours alone, when you're sure you've had enough, of this life 
to hang on" (1990s) 

“Everybody Hurts” by R.E.M. 
Richard Smith, Murray Egan, John Walker, Martin Walker, Steve Guest, Andy York, Jacqueline Reader 
 
7) “Who can live without it, I ask in all honesty, what would life be without a song or dance, what are we " (80s) 

“Thank You for the Music” by Abba 
John Hopkins, Richard Smith, Dane Maslen, Martin Walker, Steve Guest, Andy York, Jacqueline Reader 
 
8) “Tongue-tied or short of breath, don't even try , Try a little harder” (80s) 

“Too Shy” by Kajagoogoo 
Martin Walker, Andy York 
 
9) “And resentment rides high, but emotions won't grow, and we're changing our ways, taking different roads " 
(80s) 

“Love Will Tear Us Apart” by Joy Division 
Martin Walker 
 
10) “Early evenin', April 4, shot rings out in the Memphis sky, Free at last, they took your life” (80s) 

 “Pride (In the Name of Love)” by U2 
Murray Egan, Brendan Whyte, John Walker, Martin Walker, Steve Guest, Andy York, Jacqueline Reader, David 
Cowie 
 
The theme was emotions. 
 

Comments 
 
Tom Howell 
Not going to get any of these lyrics.  
 
John Hopkins 
" Don't Fear the Reaper" by Blue Öyster Cult (and if anyone spells Öyster without the diaresis (aka Umlaut), 
they shouldn't get the point!) 
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"Don't Look back in Anger", sung by Oasis (or was it Blur?  Those two bands always blur together. Or do they 
oasis together?  <tosses a notional coin> We'll call it Oasis) 
"Thank you for the Music", sung by Abba (the phrase "I ask in all honesty" is an unforgettable - for good or ill - 
hook) 
And the theme is beyond me, guv. 
 
Richard Smith 
Link is emotions. 
 
Dane Maslen 
At least there's an ABBA song for me to recognise this time, but none of the others from the 70s or 80s are 
ringing any bells.  Surprisingly it's one from the 90s that I feel I should know. 
2) I take it back.  This one does ring a bell.  Maybe it will eventually come to me. I haven't managed to come up 
with a title, but I think I recognise the voice that my memory is playing back to me as BRYAN FERRY, so I'll 
guess him as the artist, though of course it could be Roxy Music.  If I can tease the song title out of my memory, 
I ought to be able to decide which is correct. My memory eventually dredged up the line "I never meant to make 
you cry" which allowed me to progress to the rhyme and hence the title.  I'm not entirely convinced that it's from 
when he had gone solo, but nonetheless that's the answer I shall give: JEALOUS GUY by BRYAN FERRY 
3) I'm sure this is on a compilation CD that I have.  Aha!  It's DON'T LOOK BACK IN ANGER by OASIS. 
7) “THANK YOU FOR THE MUSIC by ABBA. 
10) Although this isn't ringing any bells, I have a nasty suspicion that it should be. Having recognised that the 
song must be about Martin Luther King, I'm going to guess at HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU by STEVIE 
WONDER. 
 
John Walker 
Theme=Emotions 
 
Martin Walker 
2- Gloria Gaynor - I will survive? 
3- Oasis - Wonderwall? 
Theme - Feelings, emotions? 
 
Steve Guest 
Theme: Emotions? but the Abba one throws me 
 
David Cowie 
Theme: the seven deadly sins 
 

Scores 
 
Andy York 12 (76) 
David Cowie   6 (64) 
Jacqueline Reader 12 (60) 
Steve Guest 10 (58) 
Martin Walker 12 (59) 
John Hopkins   8 (47) 
Murray Egan 10 (48) 
Richard Smith 11 (47) 
John Walker   7 (40) 
Brendan Whyte   5 (37) 
Dane Maslen   6 (32) 
Jim Reader`   0 (10) 
Chris Hibbert   0 (3) 
Tom Howell   0 (4) 
 
 

Game Fifteen – Round Five of Five 
 
Anyone can play. Score 1 point each for the artist and song title for each song below. There is also a bonus 
point for identifying the common theme to the songs below and a second bonus point for anyone that can 
explain the link to the theme from song 7. 
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1) “To my surprise, one hundred stories high, People getting loose y'all, getting down on the roof” (70s) 
2) “You've been living like a little girl, In the middle of your little world. And your mind, your tiny mind, you know 
you've really been so blind.” (60s) 
3) “But Swiss time was running out, it seemed that we would lose the race” (70s) 
4) “They got a message from the Action Man, "I'm happy, hope you're happy too” (80s) 
5) “The time has come, A fact's a fact, it belongs to them, Let's give it back” (80s) 
6) “Whenever I'm with him, something inside, starts to burning, And I'm filled with desire” (60s)  
7) “I've seen the morning in the mountains of Alaska, I've seen the sunset in the East and in the West” (70s) 
8) “Heartbeat, increasing heartbeat, you hear the thunder of stampeding rhinos, elephants and tacky tigers” 
(70s) 
9) “But there's a side to you, That I never knew, never knew, All the things you'd say, they were never true, 
never true” (2010s) 
10) “Say my name, sun shines through the rain, A whole life so lonely, then come and ease the pain, I don't 
want to lose this feeling” (80s) 
 
 

Game Fifteen – Bonus Round 
 
With the sad death of Neil Peart, one of the best rock lyricists of our era, here is a bonus round of Rush lyrics, 
to celebrate his talent. Score one point for each song identified (all are by Rush). Numbers 1 – 10 get a fair deal 
of air play (especially on US radio) while the last two are personal favourites (and possibly obscure).  
 
1. “What you say about his company, is what you say about society” 
2. “All the world's indeed a stage, and we are merely players, Performers and portrayers, Each another's 
audience 
Outside the gilded cage” 
3. “In the basement bars, In the backs of cars, be cool or be cast out” 
4. “It seems to me, I could live my life, A lot better than I think I am, I guess that's why they call me,” 
5. “We've taken care of everything, from words you read and to songs you sing, the pictures that give pleasure 
to your eyes.” 
6. “Invisible airwaves crackle with life, Bright antenna bristle with the energy, Emotional feedback on timeless 
wavelength, Bearing a gift beyond price, almost free” 
7. “The Blacksmith and the Artist, reflect it in their art, they forge their creativity” 
8. “You can choose a ready guide in some celestial voice, if you choose not to decide, you still have made a 
choice” 
9. “I spin around with shrieking tires, to run the deadly race, Go screaming through the valley as another joins 
the chase” 
10. “Unstable condition: A symptom of life, In mental and environmental Change” 
11. “Too many hands on my time, too many feelings, too many things on my mind, When I leave I don't know 
what I'm hoping to find, and when I leave I don't know what I'm leaving behind” 
12. “The righteous rise, with burning eyes , of hatred and ill-will, Madmen fed on fear and lies, to beat, and burn, 
and kill” 
 

* * * * * 
 

6 Nimmt! 13 
 

Round Three 
 
Errata:  John should have taken column 2 of hand *ONE* last round - only the report is in error. 
 
Tom takes the lead as the only player without points. 
 
Reminder: This game will again have four hands. The first two will be regular 6 Nimmt games with all 104 cards 
used for the initial deals. The third hand will be only use cards numbered 1 – 94 so all cards will be in play. The 
fourth hand will be a perfect distribution game – each player will get one car in the range 1 – 10, another from 
the range 11 – 20 and so on.  
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HAND 1 HAND 2 HAND 3 HAND 4 

   30   98  38 13 50 61  53  97 

  100 14   92  26 11 35 60  50  71 

  99 8  41 88  21 6 31 57  38  70 

  92 6 90 39 85 40 20 3 30 56  37  60 

104! 96* 86 4 67# 8 84 34@ 19 2$ 29 55 43% 33 49^ 59 

1 1 10 7 4 3 10 4 7 9 10 13 1 11 1 9 

 
Tom Howell plays 103 in Hand 1, 10 in Hand 2, 20 in Hand 3 and 10 in Hand 4.   Score = 0 
Bob Gingell plays 74 in Hand 1, 12 in Hand 2, 13 in Hand 3 and 47 in Hand 4.   Score = 1 
Kev Lee plays 38 in Hand 1, 16 in Hand 2, 2 to column 2 in Hand 3 and 16 in Hand 4.  Score = 3 
Bob Pitman plays 30 in Hand 1, 90 in Hand 2, 21 in Hand 3 and 49 in Hand 4.   Score = 8 
John Walker plays 33 in Hand 1, 40 in Hand 2, 6 in Hand 3 and 2 to column 1 in Hand 4.  Score = 12 
Carolyn Townsend plays 104 in Hand 1, 67 in Hand 2, 26 in Hand 3 and 12 in Hand 4.  Score = 16 
Arthur Owen plays 14 in Hand 1, 1 to column 4 in Hand 2, 38 in Hand 3 and 8 in Hand 4.  Score = 19 
Dane Maslen plays 84 in Hand 1, 5 in Hand 2, 11 in Hand 3 and 48 in Hand 4.   Score = 25 
Steve Ham plays 96 in Hand 1, 34 in Hand 2, 3 in Hand 3 and 43 in Hand 4.   Score = 25 
 
* Steve takes column 2 of hand 1 (32, 33, 38, 74 and 84) for 8 points  
! Carolyn takes column 1 of hand 1 (81, 88, 90, 102 and 103) for 11 points  
@ Arthur takes column 4 of hand 2 (73 and 86) for 2 points and Steve takes the same column (1, 5, 10, 12 and 
16) for 8 points 
# Carolyn takes column 1 of hand 2 (27, 28, 29, 31 and 42) for 5 points 
$ Kev takes column 2 of hand 3 (49) for 1 point 
% John takes column 1 of hand 4 (3) for 1 point and Steve takes the same column (2, 8, 10, 12 and 16) for 7 
points 
^ Bob P takes column 3 of hand 4 (335, 40, 46, 47 and 48) for 8 points 
 

* * * * * 

Backpacks and Blisters 3 
 

Round Six 
 

Player 12.40 – 13.00 13.00 – 13.20 Location Goods Score 

War Keys 
Brendan 
Whyte 

Spout Force (1T2O) to 
208 

Catbells (3O) to Lodore 
Falls 

Lodore 
Falls 

2 x 50p 36 

Tarn Hallow 
Brad Martin 

Glaramara (2T2O) to 
204 

Causey Pike (4O) to 
Rathwaite 

Rathwaite - 
Chocolate 

36 

Eddie 
Inclowds 
Bob Gingell 

Knott (1T3O) to 240 Dale Head (1T5O) to 
231 

231 -  45 

 
Arthur Owen 

Hopegill Head (5O) to 
220 

Helvellyn (2T4O) to 232 232 2 x 50p 33 

Brad Berry 
John Walker 

Eel Crag (4O) to 116 Grisedale Pike (5O) to 
Portinscale 

Portinscale 1 x  
Chocolate 

26 

Honor 
Kleedae 
Steve Ham 

Haystacks (1T4O) to 
Portinscale 

Brandreth (1T4O) to 
Braithwaite 

Keswick - 
Rucksack! 

29 

 
13.20 – 13.40 
 
Honor Kleedae left Keswick for the second time, refreshed after a nice lunch, and ambled along to Portinscale, 
somewhat slowed by his newly acquired rucksack. Arthur waved as he passed through Keswick. War Keys 
descended from High Tove and headed North through Watendlath; Tarn Hallow may have seen him as he 
approached from the south east. Eddie Inclowds, relieved of his heavy burden, clambered down from 
Bleaberry. Brad Berry enjoyed the lakeside views as he walked North from Grange. 
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13.40 – 14.00 
 
War Keys continued to the delights of Lodore Falls, while Tarn Hallow turned west to Rathwaite. Eddie wasn’t 
finished and he strode on towards High Rigg, closely followed by Arthur. Brad Berry charged towards 
Portinscale and was relieved to see Honor Kleedae and the heavy rucksack heading away to Braithwaite 
 
 
Brad will move first from 14.00 – 14.20 and Bob will move first from 14.20 – 14.40. The next vote for the Heavy 
Rucksack will be at 14.20. In most cases, movement order is not important, but this can be important when 
players reach a target in the same interval or wish to overtake. You may make your orders conditional on other 
players movement, if they move before you. We are using the secret desire rules. Please can players send 
orders for next time including their walker’s name and moves for 14.00 – 14.20 and 14.20 – 14.40. The weather 
for 14.00 – 14.20 is rainy and 14.20 – 14.40 is sunny. The card deck has been shuffled again. 
 
The targets are Skiddaw, Grisedale Pike, High Rigg, Blea Tarn and Dale Head. Reminder: Ferries move at 20 
minutes past the hour and buses at 40 minutes past the hour. Lunch is at 1pm and Coffee at 3pm. 
 
Places Visited 
Brendan:  High Rigg, Walla Crag, Bleaberry, High Seat, Blea Tarn, High Tove, Lodore Falls 
Brad:  High Rigg, Greathow Wood, Thirlspot, Wythburn, Blea Tarn, Rathwaite 
Bob:  Dale Head, Blea Tarn, Walla Crag, Bleaberry 
Arthur:  Lords Seat, Doll Wood, Skiddaw 
John:  Fortinscale, Catbells, Grange, Dale Head, Portinscale 
Steve:  Stone Circle, High Rigg, Thirlspot, Blea Tarn, Rathwaite, Portinscale, Braithwaite 
 
Questions 
 
Bob Gingell Thinking of my points last round for Bleaberry at lunchtime - shouldn't I have got 3 points 
doubled for Bleaberry in the sun (= 6), then 2 points for carrying the rucksack to lunch, then 2 points again for 
staying at Bleaberry in the rain to eat my lunch. That should give me 37+10 = 47. Your total of 42 gives me only 
+5! Everyone else seems to have scored as I would expect so it looks to be just me - no, John's Brad Berry 
should have 2+1 for the two turns in Grange so 23 not 22, and Brad in Blea Tarn would get 2+5 for target in the 
sun then only 1 for Blea Tarn in the rain so I think it is 34 not 35 for him. No points for Steve in Keswick 
(although he could score 3+5 = 8 if he finished this round), and Brendan rightly gets 2x3 = 6 in the sun plus 2 in 
the rain giving +8.  

I checked the payments for last round but there is no 2 points for having the rucksack at lunch – only 

for carrying it back to Keswick. I forgot your secret desire, so you should have scored +8, not +5. The 

others are correct – I have adjusted the scores above. 
 
Bob Gingell I read the plus 2 (for lunch and coffee) in the copy of the rules that I have been referring to. It 
may be that they are modified for postal play, and it is where I also got the 80 minutes of rucksack from. Aha, I 
have just checked. You are using the original game rules and I am referring to the Howard Bishop postal rules 
downloaded from the VP website by me in April 2019. 

Correct – as I have a copy of the game, I always refer to this rather than the Pig website. I hadn’t 

realized there was a difference. 
 
Bob Gingell I assume that the 80-minute rucksack rule was introduced for postal play to make the votes 
come at the end of alternate two-turn rounds, and the 2 points bonuses at lunch and coffee to partially 
compensate for the longer period of carrying. Since this game has used 60 minutes carrying, I do not think the 
2-point bonuses should be applied (despite them being in the revised postal rules). It is worth thinking about 
whether a vote and conditional orders half-way through the round is less or more trouble than 80-minute 
alternate round votes - it would avoid conditional orders if the vote was at the end of the round. The rucksack is 
a pain for the player lumbered with it, but in this game it is enormously difficult to get rid of it early due to the 
lack of player interaction. 

This is the 4th game of Backpacks and Blisters (one was More Backpacks and Blisters) I’ve run in the 

Pig using the same rules and I don’t think the Backpack rules have caused too many problems. I will 

leave the rules as they are.  
 
Richard Smith I've just added in the secret desires to the rules page for now. 
Changes to the rucksack rules and/or movement system could perhaps be applied before the next game (or 
straight after the current one so we don't forget). 
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P.S. All the rules web pages have had some unexciting changes made to them recently: 
- They all have a small link at the bottom to the rules index https://variablepig.org/#rules 
- They all now have a 150-160 character meta description tag and I've made the title tags a bit longer (both of 
these are for search engine optimisation) 
- All pages should now display acceptably on a device of any size (e.g. a phone with an effective screen width 
of 360px) and be reasonably print-friendly. 

Thanks Rich. 
 
Bob Gingell An afterthought: I suspect that the pbm change to 80 minutes and the two +2 points for lunch 
and coffee are linked, so 60 minutes should not have those points. The pbm rules did not include secret desires 
either, so I had to add those rules. My advice, for what it is worth, is to stick with the rules you started with since 
we are now well into this game. 

I will leave the rules as is for this game. 
 
Bob Gingell I agree entirely that the sub-turn system is clumsy to GM, but the concept of passing someone 
in order to jump over them and/or lose/grab the rucksack does depend on simultaneous or semi-simultaneous 
movement. A movement phase system (like in Star Fleet Battles or Wooden Ships and Iron Men) makes a bit 
more sense in this context than IGO-UGO. The big advantage of pbm/pbem is the ability to provide for 
simultaneous movement - indeed Diplomacy and postal Railway Rivals, which both rely on simultaneous 
movement, were and are central to the development of postal gaming. FTF Backpacks achieved simultaneous 
movement by the reveal of movement cards, so avoided the need for the written movement logs found in 
Diplomacy and SFB but doing away with phased movement removes a large part of the simultaneous elements 
of the game. If everyone moves their full move one after the other there will be very little interaction (as has 
been the case in this game) and you get something closer to multiplayer solitaire with a very high dependence 
on the luck of the card draw.    

I’m slightly confused by this, as FTF Backpacks does not use simultaneous movement, but players 

move in turn from the start player. I have kept this system, although I rotate the start player each turn 

to avoid anyone player having an advantage from moving first continuously. Generally, even in the 

FTF game, player interaction is low, and the rucksack is usually transferred by vote. That said, 

towards the end, players sometimes maneuver to try to steal the rucksack. Players can send 

conditional orders to try to move towards or away from other players if they wish. This round, Arthur 

has come very close to you and Steve could have transferred the rucksack had he ordered differently.  
 
Bob Gingell Adding the optional secret desire rules to the postal rules document seems sensible. The 
numbered map is also a big help but having downloaded the rules last April I did not check back on the website 
for updated rules. My expectation of simultaneous movement explains why I thought I would lose out in the 
dash for the bonus points from Blea Tarn. This game is too far advanced to make any changes now, but it is 
worth working out how you want to play it in the future. 

I think that luck in having secret desire combinations (or tactics to use them) may have had a larger 

impact on the scores than card combinations for movement.  
 

* * * * * 
 

Breaking Away 11 
 

Round Three 
 
The field stretches out but stays in a group. 
 
COOL PARKRUNNINGS (John Walker) 0 points ALPHABLOCKERS (Roger Trethewey) 0 points 
A. Pegwell    13, 15, 15, 7   A. Art   8, 10, 3, 1 
B. Whitstable  13, 14, 15    B. Butch    9, 7, 6 
C. Margate   10, 15, 15   C. Cliff    11, 11, 3 
D. Canterbury  14, 15, 3   D. Diane   15, 3, 7 
 
 

https://variablepig.org/#rules
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CLANGERS  (Steve Ham) 0 points  BANDS    (Chris Hibbert)  0 points 
A. Major Clanger  12, 3, 4, 3   A. Talking Heads 3, 3, 11, 1 
B. Mother Clanger 13, 14, 15   B. Romeo Void  5, 12, 3 
C. Tiny Clanger  13, 3, 15   C. Pretenders     7, 6, 3 
D. Soup Dragon  15, 5, 15   D. Blondie  6, 3, 1 
 
FANTASTIC FLYING PELONTASTICS (Bob P.) 0 pts  SKY SPORTS  (Arthur Owen) 0 points 
A. Father Christmas 11, 9, 3 ,4   A. EFL   15, 9, 15, 3  
B. Harry Potter  10, 4, 15    B. Racing  3, 12, 2 
C. Mary Poppins 3, 11, 9     C. Cricket  11, 3, 3 
D. Dumbo  14, 5, 15    D. Boxing  15, 3, 1   
 

 
 

Breaking Away 10 
 

Round Seven 
 
Ruby tries to break away but is tailed by Wolves as the pack stretches out and break up again. 
 

Square Replacement Riders 

68 2 Ruby 

67 -  

66 3 Coady 

65 4 Tom Baker, Jota 

64 6 President Trump 

63 -  

62 3 President Putin, Boly, Neves 

61 6 Norway, Brexit, Pascal 

60 9 Haskell 

59 10 Jon Pertwee, Speedy, Boaty McBoatface 

58 13 Ada 

57 14 David Tennant 

56 15 Jodie Whitaker 

55 -  

54 3 Zippy, Checkers 

53 5 Canada Plus Plus, Flash 

52 7 Dash 

 
 

Square Replacement Riders 

29 3 Talking Heads 

28 -  

27 3 Racing 

26 4 Major Clanger 

25 5 Romeo Void 

24 6 Blondie 

23 7 Pretenders 

22 8 Art 

21 9 Father Christmas, Butch 

20 11 Mary Poppins, Cliff, Cricket 

19 14 Dumbo 

18 15 EFL, Harry Potter, Boxing 

17 15 Pegwell, 

16 15 Tiny Clanger, Canterbury, Diane 

15 15 Mother Clanger, Whitstable 

14 15 Soup Dragon 

13 15 Margate 
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NO RUSSIAN MEDDLING (Allan Stagg) 6 points SOFTWARE ENGINEERS (Richard Smith) 0 points 
A. President Putin  3, 8, 3, 3   A. Ada   3, 15, 13, 3 
B. President Trump 5, 6, 5     B. Ruby    12, 2, 10 
C. Brexit   3, 6, 3    C. Pascal   6, 4, 4 
D. Boaty McBoatface 3, 10, 3    D. Haskell   8, 3, 9 
 
NOT THE WILL(Steve Ham) 13 points   SPEEDY TEAM (Chris Hibbert)  13 points 
A. Canada Plus Plus  5, 5, 5, 15   A. Zippy   15, 4, 5, 3 
B. Norway  6, 3, 8    B. Dash  10, 15, 7 
C. Checkers  14, 3, 3    C. Speedy      9, 10, 15 
D. No Deal WTO dropped   D. Flash  3, 5, 15 
 
THE TIME LORDS (Kev Lee) 4 points    WOLVES (Arthur Owen) 0 points 
A. Tom Baker  4, 5, 4, 3   A. Boly   3, 12, 3  
B. David Tennant 8, 14, 3    B. Jota   15, 4, 3 
C. Jon Pertwee  3, 10, 3     C. Neves  3, 4, 4 
D. Jodie Whitaker 13, 15, 3    D. Coady  14, 3, 14   
 

* * * * * 
 

Bus Boss (Cyprus) BB375CYP 
 

Round Ten 
 
MED’s first race was too long as the route specified (27 spaces) was more than twice the length of his 
opponents (13 spaces) 
 

 MED 
Brad 
Blue 

MARS 
John 

Yellow 

Green 
Roger 
Green 

19) Kilana (15) – Larnaca (34) 
 

Route too long 
+ 1 + 4 

15 
- 1 + 2 

15 
- 4 - 2 

20) Paleokhoro (26) – Morphou 
(46) 

30   

21) Limassol (32) – Kythrea (54)  
 

10 10 
- 3 

10 
+ 3 

22) Kalokhorio (24) – Theodhoros 
(65) 

 30  

23) Nicosia (44) – Athna (61) 
 

 15 15 

24) Paphos (12) – Kyrenia (52) 
 

10 
+ 6 

 20 
- 6 

 

Total from Last Turn 202 206 208 

Points from Races 61 68 51 

Builds - 10   

Total 253 274 259 

 
Green No builds 
MARS: Platres - Troodos; Larnaca - Zyyi  
MED No builds 
  
The fifth set of races is 
25) Platres (13) – Polis (21):   26) Pedhoulas (23) – Limassol (31)  
27) Zyyi (33) – Morphou (45):   28) Nicosia (43) – Lefkoniko (56)   
29) Lapithos (53) – Trikomo (64):  30) Troodos (14) – Famagusta (62)  
Enter up to four races. The build order for round eleven is Brad, Roger and John.  
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Bus Boss (Easter Island) BB389IDP 
 

Round One  
 
Green Ana Kai Tangata - Hanga Roa - Rapa Nui Museum – Hotels 
Green Bank: 120 – 11 = 109 
Roger Trethewey 
 
? Vaihu - Ahu Hanga Pokura - Hotels - Airport [3+2, 2+2, 1+2 = 12] 
Purple Bank: 120 – 12 = 108 
Bob Gingell 
 
PIT Rano Raraku - Ahu Tongariki – Akahanga 
Blue Bank: 120 – 12 = 108 
Brad Martin PIT = Pacific Island Trails 
 
MARS Tepu-Ahu Nau Nau-Vaitea 
Orange Bank: 120 – 12 = 108 
John Marsden MARS = Moai Are Really Special 

I must agree with John’s company name 😊 
 
Question 
 
Bob Why "IDP"? I think I have the right map - version 1.2. 

Regarding your BB Easter Island question, the IDP stands for Isla da Pascua, its name in Spanish 

(Chilean) and printed on the map I used. I was slightly surprised no-one asked before. The correct 

map can be found at http://variablepig.org/maps/bb/bb-idp.pdf. I think this is v1.2. 
 
The build order for next round is Bob, Brad, John and Roger. There will be only 5 building rounds in this game 
with the player with the most money (least lines built) building first in the fifth building round.  
 
 

Bus Boss (Easter Island) BB391IDP 
 

Round One  
 
BIRDMAN Ahu Akivi (32/33) - Rano Aroi (41) - Terevaka (46) 
Blue Bank: 120 – 12 = 108 
Richard Smith BIRDMAN = Buses In Really Deep Mud And Nettles 
 
TEAR Ahu Vinapu – Hotels – Ahu Akivi 
Green Bank: 120 – 12 = 108 
Kev Lee TEAR = Terevaka Expressways Are Rampant 
 
NAH Tepu – Ahu Nau Nau - Vaitea 
Red Bank: 120 – 12 = 108 
Martin Walker NAH = Not A Hope 
 
The build order for next round is Kev, Martin and Richard. There will be the usual 6 build rounds.  
 
 

* * * * * 
 
 
 

http://variablepig.org/maps/bb/bb-idp.pdf
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Café International 9 
 

Game End Statements 
 
John Walker (1st) Wow, a most unexpected result, still not sure what happened. Guess all my opponents 
wanted a New Year’s Eve drink. 
 
Brad Martin (3rd) Too much time spent at the Bar, with the predictable result. Congratulations to John. 
 
Jim Reader (GM) OK, a confession – the game should have ended in round 17 when there were only 4 
customers left to draw, which would have led to a very different result with Kev winning. The extra round led to 
some huge penalties from the bar. My apologies to everyone for inflicting another tortuous round on you, 
although someone could also have challenged. If I run the game again, I will be sure to print the end game 
conditions, although the rules were available online. 
   Otherwise, this was a good, close game that was well played by all the players. It was 
hard to say who would win as all the players had a chance. Thanks to everyone for playing and congratulations 
once more to John (and commiserations to Kev). 
  

* * * * * 
 

Der Fuhrer 6 
 

Round Six 
 
Ex-Chancellor Martin couldn’t tolerate brown-shirted thugs ruining our country and declared his position on a 
Law and Order platform, while the gloating Chancellor unsurprisingly chose to stay with the same platform. Red 
Natalie declared she was moving towards the Centre and then surprised everyone with her hard left, Pro-
Labour platform. The Centre Party was undecided and was eventually convinced to take a Socialism platform. 
 
The Government propaganda roll was 5 and the roll for Sturmabteilung and Workers was 6, giving the new 
Government a very strong position. 
 

Party Platform Issues Propaganda Street 
Mobs 

Election 
Results 

Total 

NAZI 
 
John Walker 

Demagoguery 0v, 0ar 
0no, 0bl 

0sm 

20 + 12 27   

COMMUNIST 
 
Natalie Amery 

Pro-Labour 0v, 0sw 
0j, 0lr 

21 21   

CENTRE 
 
Cian Owen 

Socialism 0v, 0j 
0lr, 0sw 

23    

SOCIAL 
DEMOCRATS 
Brad Martin 

Law and 
Order 

0v, 0j 
0ar, 0ju 

30    

NATIONALIST 
 
Arthur Owen 

Liberal 0v, 0lr 
0sw, 0j 

0sm 

27    

 
Reichsfuhrer Walker decrees elections to be called in Pomerania (3, 2, 1 – v, fa, ju), Baden (3, 2, 1 – v, lr, j) 
and East Prussia (4, 2, 1 – v, ar, ju). Please include orders for how many (additional) street mobs you wish to 
purchase, plus orders for the first three elections next time. 
 

* * * * * 
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Grand National 2 
 

Round Thirteen 
 
Rigel regains the lead as Valentines Brook causes chaos and more fallen horses. Norfolk Enchants and 
Spiced Rum remain close. Four more fences to go. 
 

 
 
The following horses, played by the GM, will also start the race and move as described below. 
 
MISTER CONSISTENT (16 at each fence) 
MIDDLEMAN (20 at first fence, then median of JPs used by other horses at previous fence) 
LOUNGE LIZARD (12 + d6) 
 
The next turn will be the penultimate round and the next fences are Fence 27 (the Open Ditch (TN is 
determined by roll of d8 and d12) and 28 (Plain, TN is lowest). There will be two more plain fences in the final 
round. 
 

Player Horse

JP at Fence  25 

(Valentines Brook: 

TNs are highest and 

lowest)

JP at Fence 26 (Plain: 

TN is lowest )

Comments Penalties Starting JP
JP after Fence 

Twenty Six

Michael Pargman Rigel 12 12 256 232

Steve Ham Norfolk Enchants 14 15 257 228

Steve Guest Spiced Rum 13 13 250 224

Tom Howell Not Again 13 13 236 210

Richard Smith Jay Trump 13 14 234 207

John Walker Horse 15 17 228 196

John Walker Individualization 14 15 219 190

Richard Smith Gay Trip 14 13 212 185

Chris Hibbert Freedom Fighter 11 10 Stumbles Fence 26 20 223 182

Roger Trethewey Sleepyhead 10 10 Stumbles fence 25/Falls Fence 26 10 205 175

NPC Middle Man (Median) 14 15 187 158

Mike Townsend Hopping Mad 9 12 Stumbles fence 25 20 195 154

Bob Gingell Donkey 18 14 183 151

Bob Gingell Eeyore 19 15 173 139

Steve Ham Norwich Porridge 15 16 162 131

Dane Maslen Red Bum 19 21 163 123

Dane Maslen Ankle 18 20 154 116

Cian Owen CO 1 13 17 132 102

NPC Lounge Lizard (12+d6) 16 17 121 88

NPC Mr Consistent 16 16 116 84

Arthur Owen Amazing Queen 14 16 109 79

Cian Owen CO 2 15 18 110 77

Arthur Owen Another Oddity 15 17 104 72

NPC Slow Riser 21 Falls Fence 25

NPC Aquarius (2d6+9) 21 Falls Fence 25

Kev Lee Custard Tart Falls Fence 24

Brendan Whyte White Night Falls Fence 24

NPC Chaos Theory (5d6-1) Fell fence 22

Mike Townsend Crazy Frog Fell fence 22

Roger Trethewey Lazy Susan Falls fence 21

Steve Guest Overproof Rum Falls fence 19

NPC Mediator (3d8) Falls fence 18

Tom Howell (NMR) Oh No Falls fence 17

Brendan Whyte Black Boy Falls Fence 16

Kev Lee Humble Plum Falls Fence 15

Brad Martin Alert Fall Fence 13

Brad Martin Alacrity Fall Fence 14

Jon Carter All in a Whirl Falls fence 12

Conrad von Metzke Egbert Falls fence 11

Jonathan Amery Prince of Wales Falls fence 11

Jonathan Amery Queen Elizabeth Falls fence 10

NPC Metro Gnome Falls Fence 9

Jon Carter Lady Gs Nag Falls Fence 9

John Marsden The Red Planet Pulls Up at Fence 9

Chris Hibbert Man O  Peace Falls fence 8

John Marsden The Next Ode Falls fence 7

Jacqueline Reader Sauron's Summit Falls fence 6

NPC Fade Away Falls fence 6

Jacqueline Reader Cyclips Cyclops Falls fence 5

Conrad von Metzke Ethelred Falls fence 4

Michael Pargman Rapid Falls fence 2
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Question 
 

Dane Maslen  Am I right in assuming that one cannot make one's orders for the second fence 
conditional on the outcome of the first fence? 

Regarding your Grand National question, I couldn’t see any rules against this. However, to make it 

practical, I will only allow orders conditional on the outcome of the previous fence. 
 
Brendan Whyte Is it worth me flogging my dead horses? 

No 

* * * * * 
 

Hare and Tortoise 5 
 

Round Twelve 
 
After a few rounds of moving backwards, Big Bunny stepped forward to a vacant lettuce square, lugging an 
enormous bag of carrots with him. Free from lettuces, John moved forward a few places while trying to 
conserve his diminishing supply of carrots. Big Bertie quickly moved into the vacant lettuce square left behind. 
Arthur almost had enough carrots for his giant leap forward but was one short and had to settle for something 
much less ambitious. However, the Hare gave him another move allowing him to reach his intended target 
where another Hare let him chew a lettuce. Big Bunny ended the round with no lettuces and yet more carrots. 
 

Player Start Square Finish Square Carrots Lettuces Next Turn 

Big Bunny 
Brad Martin 

46 43 
Eat lettuce 

198 0 4 

 
John Walker 

23 17 8 0 1 and 5 

Big Bertie 
Kev Lee 

24 23 152 2 Eat Lettuce 

 
Arthur Owen 

31 26 
19 

34 1 Eat Lettuce 

 

64 Hare 63 Carrot 62 Hare 61    3 60 Carrot 59 Hare 58 Lettuce 57 Tortoise 

49     1 50 Tortoise 51 Hare 52 Carrot 53     3 54 Tortoise 55      2 56      4 

48     2 47      4 46 Tortoise 45    3 44 Carrot 43 Lettuce 42      2 41 Tortoise 

33     1 34 Hare 35 Tortoise 36    2 37     3 38     4 39 Carrot 40 Hare 

32 Carrot 31 Hare 30     2 29    3 28 Tortoise 27 Carrot 26 Hare 25 Carrot 

17     1 18      2 19 Hare 20    4 21     3 22 Tortoise 23 Lettuce 24     2 

16 Carrot 15 Tortoise 14 Hare 13    3 12     2 11     4 10 Carrot 9 Tortoise 

1 Finish 2 Hare 3 Lettuce 4 Hare 5       2 6 Carrot 7 Hare 8 Lettuce 

 
The rules for jugging the hare are shown below.  
 

Die Roll Position in Race 

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

1 Miss a turn 
 

Miss a turn Miss a turn Chew a carrot 

2 Move back to carrot 
square 

Move back to carrot 
square 

Move back to carrot 
square 

Move back to carrot 
square 

3 Drop back one 
position 

Drop back one 
position 

Move up one position Move up one position 

4 Chew a carrot 
 

Chew a lettuce Chew a lettuce Chew a lettuce 

5 Your last turn is free 
 

Your last turn is free Your last turn is free Your last turn is free 

6 Take another move 
 

Take another move 
 

Take another move 
 

Take another move 
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All other rules are the same, other than a player cannot reach the finish line unless he has less than 20 carrots 
and has eaten all his lettuces.  
 

* * * * * 
 

Puerto Rico 
 

Game Nine – Round Nine 
 
I notice an error which was in the previous issue as well; the 6 ship is listed as both empty and holding 5 indigo, 
it should be empty. 
 
John takes the Builder (+1 doubloon) and builds the last Tobacco Storage for 2 doubloons. Richard builds a 
Coffee Roaster for 3 doubloons, Natalie passes, and Allan builds the Residence for 8 doubloons. 
Richard takes the Mayor and mans his Coffee Roaster and Coffee Plantation. Natalie mans her third Indigo 
plantation; Allan mans his Residence and John starts to man his Tobacco Storage. Six more settler board the 
colony ship. 
Natalie takes the Trader and trades a tobacco for 4 doubloons. Allan trades a Coffee for 4 doubloons, John 
trades his Indigo for 2 doubloons and Richard trades a corn for 1 doubloon. The Trading House is then emptied. 
Allan takes the Settler (+2 doubloons) and takes a Sugar plantation, manned from his Hospice. John takes an 
Indigo Plantation; Richard uses his Hacienda and receives a Sugar Plantation and then takes the last Indigo 
Plantation manned from his Hospice. Natalie receives a Sugar Plantation from her Hacienda and takes another. 
The plantation tiles are then reshuffled. 
 

Player Doubloons VP Goods Buildings Plantations 

Allan Stagg 6 2 3 corn 
1 indigo 
1 coffee 

Hospice (√) 
Small Indigo Plant (√) 
Coffee Roaster (√, √) 
Factory (√) 
RESIDENCE (√) 
 
6 of 12 

Indigo (√) 
Corn (√, √, √ ) 
Coffee (√, √) 
Quarry (√, √) 
San Juan (√, √, √) 
Sugar (√) 
12 of 12 

John Walker 9 4 1 corn 
1 indigo 
 

Small Indigo Plant (√) 
Small Sugar Mill (√) 
Small Market (√) 
Factory (√) 
Small Warehouse (√) 
Tobacco Storage (√, x, x) 
6 of 12 

Corn (√, √) 
Indigo (√, x) 
Sugar (√)  
Quarry (√, √) 
Tobacco (√) 
Coffee (x) 
9 of 12 

Richard Smith 5 1 1 corn Construction Hut (x) 
Hospice (√) 
Hacienda (√) 
Small Market (√) 
Tobacco Storage (√,√, x) 
Coffee Roaster (√, x) 
6 of 12 

Corn (√, √) 
Quarry (√, √, √) 
Tobacco (√, √, √, x) 
Coffee (√) 
Indigo (x, √) 
Sugar (x) 
12 of 12 

Natalie Amery 7 10 1 corn 
1 indigo 
1 tobacco 

Construction Hut (x) 
Small Indigo Plant (√) 
Tobacco Storage (√,√,√) 
Hacienda (√) 
Large Indigo Plant (√,√, x) 

Corn (√) 
Tobacco (√, √, √) 
Indigo (√, √, √) 
Quarry (√) 
Sugar (x, x) 

 
The play order for the tenth turn is Richard, Natalie, Allan and John. There are 6 colonists on the colony ship. 
The 6 and 7 ships are both empty and the 5 ship holds 3 tobacco. The trading house is also empty. The 
plantations available this turn are coffee, coffee, coffee, coffee, tobacco and sugar. There is a +2 doubloon 
bonuses on the Captain and + 1 bonuses on the Craftsman and Prospector roles. There are only 9 colonists 
remaining. 
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Building Cost Victory Points 

   Game 9 

Small Indigo Plant 1 1 1 

Small Sugar Mill 2 1 3 

Small Market 1 1 0 

Hacienda 2 1 0 

Construction Hut 2 1 0 

Small Warehouse 3 1 1 

Large Indigo Plant 3 2 2 

Large Sugar Mill 4 2 3 

Hospice 4 2 0 

Office 5 2 2 

Large Market 5 2 2 

Large Warehouse 6 2 2 

Tobacco Storage 5 3 0 

Coffee Roaster 6 3 1 

Factory 7 3 0 

University 8 3 2 

Harbour 8 3 2 

Wharf 9 3 2 

Guild Hall 10 4 1 

Residence 10 4 0 

Fortress 10 4 1 

Customs House 10 4 1 

City Hall 10 4 1 

Tiles and Goods    

Quarry   0 

Corn Tiles   2 

Indigo Tiles   5 

Sugar Tiles   3 

Tobacco Tiles   0 

Coffee Tiles   0 

Corn Goods   3 

Indigo Goods   10 

Sugar Goods   11 

Tobacco Goods   5 

Coffee Goods   8 

Colonists   9 

Victory Points   89 

 

* * * * * 
 

Rail Baron 6 
 

Round Fifteen 
 
Jon reminded me that he bought the N&W at the end of round thirteen so all intercompany payments should 
have cost 10K. I have corrected the payments and bank accounts below and sent a corrected report to all 
players. My thanks to Jon for letting me know so quickly. 
 
Next turn will be a short round as Jon will have to decide whether to try for his home city or Jacksonville as his 
next destination. 
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Jon Carter           Cash 178.5K 
Home City: St. Louis (North Central) 
 
67. Las Vegas – Los Angeles    (UP)   1K to bank, +12.0K 
67 bonus. Los Angeles – 1S Las Vegas   (UP) 
68. 1S Las Vegas – 2NE Salt Lake City   (UP)   1K to bank  
69. 2NE Salt Lake City – 2W Omaha   (UP)   1K to bank  
70. 2W Omaha – Oklahoma City   (UP, CRI&P)  1K bank, 10K Cian, + 16.0K  
70 bonus.  Oklahoma City – 2NW Oklahoma City (CRI&P) 
71. 2NW Oklahoma City – 5W Omaha   (CRI&P, UP)  10K to Cian, 1K to bank 
 

 
Cian Owen           Cash 83.5K 
Home City: Reno (Southwest) 
 
67. 1NW Indianapolis - Birmingham   (PA, IC, SL&SF) 10K to Brad, +27.0K 
67 bonus. Birmingham – Nashville   (L&N)   10K to Jon 
68. Nashville - Cincinnati    (L&N)   10K to Jon, +5.0K  
69. Cincinnati -  Milwaukee    (PA, CMSTP&P) 10K to Jon, 1K to bank  
70. Milwaukee – 7W Minneapolis   (CMStP&P)  1K to bank  
71. 7W Minneapolis – 1NW Butte   (CMSTP&P)  1K to bank 
 

 
Brad Martin           Cash 159.0K 
Home City: Los Angeles (South West) 
 
67. Buffalo – 2SW Kansas City    (PA, AT&SF)  1K to bank 
68. 2SW Kansas City - Denver    (AT&SF, D&RGW) 1K to bank, 10K to Cian 
 Brad, your orders were illegal as you cannot reuse the same track during a journey between 
destinations,  
69. Denver – 1W Billings    (CB&Q, NP)  10K to Jon, 1K to bank  
70. 1W Billings – Seattle    (NP)   1K to bank, +31.5K  
71. Seattle – 1E Butte     (NP)   1K to bank  
  

 
Arthur Owen           Cash 17.0K 
Home City: Columbus (North Central) 
 
67. 4W Fargo - Spokane    (GN)   1K to bank, +20.0K 
67 bonus. Spokane – 3E Spokane 
68. 3E Spokane – 7W Fargo    (GN)   1K to bank  
69. 7W Spokane – 1W Farg0    (GN)   1K to bank  
70. 1W Fargo – 3E Chicago    (GN, C&NW, B&O) 1K to bank, 10K to Jon  
71. 3E Chicago - Washington    (B&O)   10K to Jon  
 

Player Arrival Train Railroads Cash 

Jon 23 Superchief C&NW, NYNH&H, NYC, L&N, B&O, ACL, RF&P, UP, WP 231.5K 

Cian 19 Normal D&RGW, CRI&P, CMSTP&P, MP 102.5K 

Brad 17 Superchief PA, B&M, AT&SF, SAL, GM&O, T&P, SL&SF, CB&Q, NP, 
C&O, IC 

175.5K 

Arthur 15 Normal GN, SOU, SP 13.0K 

 
PLAYER  FIRST DESTINATION  PAYOUT SECOND DESTINATION      PAYOUT 
Jon  Oakland (South West)   16.0K  Jacksonville (South East) 27.0K 
Cian  Portland (North West)   25.5K  Kansas City (Plains)  19.5K 
Brad  Kansas City (Plains)  19.5K  Salt Lake City (North West) 13.0K 
Arthur  Richmond (South East)   26.0K  Los Angeles (South West) 29.5K 
 

Turn Die Roll Bonus Priority 

72 5 + 1 1 Brad 

73 6 + 3 2 Arthur 
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Railway Rivals 
 

RR Game LXXIV – RR2325DM – Denmark Map – Round Eleven 
 
Another six-player race, although most missed the short route between Nykobing Mors and Aalborg and paid to 
reach Kobnhavn 54. 
 

 TENC 
Chris 

Yellow 

Red 
Roger 
Red 

NNA 
Jon 

Black 

Loki 
Judy 

Purple 

VR 
Arthur 
Green 

LEGO 
Richard 

Blue 

25) Frederikshavn / 
Vordingborg (14) – 
Odense / Holstebro (33) 

10   20   

26) Slagelse / Fredericia 
(26) – Grindsted / 
Frederiksvaerk (44) 

  
+ 2 

10 
- 2 

20 
+ 1 

0 
- 1 

 

27) Odense / Nykobing 
Mors (34) – Aalborg / 
Kobnhavn (54) 

10 
- 3 

0 
+ 3 – 2 + 4 

0* 
+ 2 – 3 + 2 

+ 2 

0 
- 2 

0 
+ 3 - 2 

20 
- 4 

28) Horsens / 
Kalundborg (41) – 
Flensburg / Laeso (61) 

 
+ 1 

 0* 
- 1 - 5 

 20 
+ 3 - 3 

10 
- 3 + 5 + 3 

29) Thisted / Stege (16) 
– Kobnhavn / Aalborg 
(55) 

 0 
+ 1 

10 
- 4 

0 
+ 3 + 4 

 20 
- 1 - 3 

30) Kolding / Skaelskor 
(24) – Hadeslev / 
Bornholm (66) 

    
+ 1 

20 10 
- 1 

 

Last Turn 219 50 158 254 207 102 

Points from Races 18 8 11 47 40 56 

Points Total 237 58 169 301 247 158 

 
* Jon, I could not work out your routes from the orders sent – these were the closest I could find to what you 
sent. LEGO owns the ferry to Laeso 
 
The sixth and final set of races is 
31) Brondeslev / Godset (13) – Arhus / Holbaek (42): 32) Esbjerg / Naestved (21) – Grena / Roskilde (51) 
33) Middelfart / Lemvig (31) – Tonder / Somso (62): 34) Randers / Hillerod (52) – Sonderborg / Aero (64) 
35) Nyborg / Skive (35) – Skjern / Town 46 (46):  36) Skagen / Nakskov (11) – Billund / Koge (23) 
Enter up to 4 races. Good luck everybody.  
 
 

RR Game LXXIV – RR2348AG – Argentina Map – Round Nine 
 
AB (J18) - I19 - H19 - G20 - F20 - E21 - D21. 
CASTRO (Telen) – F11 – F12 – F13 – F14 - F15.  
Bob, I cannot understand the build (M17) – N15. You are not connected to M17 and these hexes do not 
connect. 
TOP GEAR (E18) – D17 - Coronel Pringles. 
EVITA No builds 
 
The fourth set of races is 
22) La Plata (11) – Rio Cuarto / Rufino (31):  23) Telen / General Alvear (26) – Concordia (43)  
24) Mercedes (32) – La Banda / Anatuya (53):  25) Santa Tome (44) – Iturbe / Tabacal (66) 
26) Buenos Aires (14) – S.M. de Tucuman (61):  27) Coronel Pringles / Tres Arroyos (22) – Brazil (Sp4) 
28) Cordoba (52) – Paraguay (Sp3) 
Enter up to 4 races and build up to 6 points. 
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 AB 
Brendan 

Blue 

CASTRO 
Bob 
Red 

TOP GEAR 
John 
Black 

EVITA 
Natalie 
Green 

14) Cordoba (52) – Paraguay 
(Sp3) 

10 
- 1 – 1 + 1 

 
+ 1 

 20 
+ 1 - 1 

15) Buenos Aires (13) – 
Santa Fe (41) 

   20 

16) Bolivar / Olivarria (23) – 
Cordoba (51) 

15 
- 2 

 15 
+ 2 

 

17) Rio Cuarto / Rufino (31) – 
S.M. de Tucuman (61) 

20 
+ 2 

0 10 
- 2 

 

18) Buenos Aires (14) – 
Catamarca (56) 

20 
- 3 

 10 
+ 3 

 

19) Mar del Plata (24) – Pres. 
R.S Pena / Las Lomitas (63) 

 10 
- 5 

 
+ 5 + 7 

20 
- 7 

20) Parana (42) – Chile (Sp1) 
 

 20 
+ 2 - 7 

10 
- 2 + 7 

 

21) Villa Maria / San 
Francisco (36) – Bolivia (Sp2) 

10 20 
+ 1 - 5 

 0 
- 1 + 5 

 

Last Turn 134 161 120.5 104.5 

Points from Races 71 37 65 57 

Builds - 6 
- 1 + 1 – 1 - 1 

- 5 
+ 1 – 1 - 1 

- 2 
+ 1 + 1 

 
+ 1 

Points Total 197 192 185.5 170.5 

 
 

RR Game LXXV – RR2347SDW – South Downs Map – Round Seven 
 

 HMM 
Richard 
Green 

B 
Roger 
Black 

BOG 
Brad 
Blue 

FEAR 
Kev 
Red 

1. Twyford (15) – Chawton 
(31) 

Race not possible 

2. Hambledon (26) – 
Northchapel (42) 

 10 JR 
- 1 

10 JR 
- 1 

 
+ 2 

3. Milland (36) – Storrington 
(52)  

20 
- 3 - 2 

5 
+ 3 – 5 + 3 

5 
+ 2 + 5 - 3 

 

4. Singleton (45) – Ringmer 
(62) 

Race not possible 

5. Cheriton (14) – Eastbourne 
North (65) 

10 
- 2 

10 JR 10 JR 
+ 2 

 

6. Wickham (22) – 
Portsmouth (Sp2) 

Race not possible 

7. Fulking (55) – Brighton 
(Sp5) 

Race not possible 

 

Last Turn 69.5 108 13.5 84 

Points from Races 23 25 30 2 

Builds - 12 
+ 6 + 6 + 3 – 1 

+ 1 + 2 

- 12 
+ 3 - 2 – 1 – 1 + 

1 

- 12 
+ 6 + 1 + 7 

- 12 
+ 6 + 1 – 1 – 1 + 

1 - 7 

Points Total 97.5 121 45.5 73 

 
HMM  (M44) - Findon (1): (P6) - O5 - CHAWTON:  (Selbourne) - R5 - R4 - R3 - S2 –  
 BINSTED - T1 - U1/Alice Holt - V1 (connection to Farnham): (C41) - C42. 
B  (I41) - I42 - J42 - K43 - L43 - M44 - - - N44/Cissbury Ring - - - O45. 
BOG   (U43) - V43 – V44 – V45 (connection to Brighton). (L15) – K15 – J14 –  
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 DROXFORD - - - H13 – G13 -  F12 – Upham 
FEAR  (S44) – T44 – U45 - V45 (connection to Brighton): (H17) - - - WICKHAM:  
  (U45) – V44 - V42; (B42) – B41 – B40 - B39. 
 
The second set of races is 
1. Twyford (15) – Chawton (31):   4. Singleton (45) – Ringmer (62)  
7. Fulking (55) – Brighton (Sp5):   6. Wickham (22) – Portsmouth (Sp2) 
8. Itchen Abbas (13) – Fenhurst (41):  9. Droxford (25) – Petworth (51) 
10. Selbourne (32) – East Dean (64): 11. Binstead (33) – Farnham (Sp3) 12. Upham (16) – Findon (53) 
13. Bishops Waltham (21) – Alfriston (63):  14. Cocking (44) – Bognor / Chichester (Sp4)  
Enter up to 4 of the new races, plus any from races 1, 4, 6 and 7 and build up to 10 points. Note that all race 
entries must pass through a scenic spot or park.  
 
 

RR Game LXXVI – RR2378PE – Pern Map – Round Three 
 
DRAGON  3a) 4. (D24) - D25 [Miners Hall] - D26 - E27 - F27, 
Bob Gingell   3b) 4. (F27) - G28 - H28 - I29 - I30, 
Purple  3c) 4. (I30) - I31 - - - I32. 
 BANK: 54 – 8 (BIEN) – 1 (BEAR) = 45 
 
BIEN 3a) 4. (F42) – G43 - H42 - I43: (J31) - I31, 
Christian Bien  3b) 4. (I31) – I30 – I29 – I28 - I27, 
Orange 3c) 4. (I27) – I26 - - - CAMPBELLS FIELD. 
 BANK: 27 + 3 + 8 (DRAGON) = 38 
 
BEAR   3a) 4. (F28) - - - F27 – F26, 
Kev Lee  3b) 4. (F26) – F25 – F24: (Bitra) – I40 – J40, 
Black 3c) 4. (F24) - - - F23 – F22. 
 BANK: 34 + 1 (DRAGON) = 35 
 
PERN  3a) 4. (Nabol) – G15 – H14 – PLATEAU – I15, 
Arthur Owen  3b) 4. (I15) – I16 – I17 – J17 – GREEN FIELDS, 
Green 3c) 4. (Plateau) - - - J14 - RUATHA. 
 BANK: 5 + 3 + 3 + 6 = 17 
 
The fourth-round die rolls are 4a) 6, 4b) 4 and 4c) 5. Please note that all weyrs, except Ista Weyr (41) are 
mountain towns. We will use Bus Boss scoring for this game. Bob has reminded me that Weyr to Mountain 
costs are 5, as most of the Weyrs are mountain times. I will make sure to include a 5 or 6 in future building 
round die rolls. 
 
 

RR Game LXXVII – RR2379PE – Pern Map – Round Three 
 
Note - APT's "2a" builds was from O10 not O11 

 
APT  3a) 3. (Q9) – R9 – A60 – B60, 
Andy York   3b) 3. (Nabol) - G15 - G16 - H16, 
Black  3c) 6. (H16) – I17 – J17 – GREEN FIELDS: (Sattle) - O8: (J10) - J9: (F12) - F11. 
 BANK: 35 + 3 = 38 
 
DRAGON 3a) 3. (Igen Weyr) -M33 – N33 – IGEN HOLD, 
Judy Ferguson  3b) 3. (Igen Hold) – P34 [Star Crafters Hall]: (M33) – N32 – O32 
Gold 3c) 6. (O32) – P31 – Q31 – BIG BAY HOLD - - - A80, 
 BANK: 30 + 6 + 3 = 39 
 
F’ARTED   3a) 3. (J29) – K30 – SOUTHERN TELGAR: (H42) – I42 
Bob Pitman  3b) 3. (Lemos) - E30 – FAR CRY: (I42) - J42, 
Red 3c) 6. (J29) – J28 – J27 – J26 – J25 – J24; (J42) – BENDEN HOLD 
 BANK: 31 + 3 + 3 + 6 = 43 
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THREAD  3a) 3. (Telgar Hold) - D24 – D25 [Miners Hal]l - D26, 
Richard Smith  3b) 3. (D26) - - - TELGAR WEYR, 
Blue 3c) 6. (D26) - E27 - F27 - G28 - H28 - I29 - I30. 
 BANK: 35 = 41 
 
The fourth-round die rolls are 4a) 5, 4b) 4 and 4c) 5. Please note that all weyrs, except Ista Weyr (41) are 
mountain towns. We will use Bus Boss scoring for this game. 
 
 

RR Game LXXVII – RR2380PE – Pern Map – Round Three 
 
WR  3a) 3. (O10) - N10 - N11 - M12, 
Natalie Amery   3b) 6. (M12) - - - L12 - - - L13, 
Blue  3c) 6. (L13) - RUATHA - K15 - K16; (R13) - A64 - B63 - C63. 
 BANK: 30 + 6 = 36 
 
GREEN 3a) 3. (Lemos) - - - F29, 
Roger Trethewey  3b) 6. (F29) - - - F28 - - - F27, 
Green 3c) 6. (F27) – F26 - -F25 – F24 - - - F23. 
 BANK: 32 – 1 (RIDE) = 31 
 
RIDE     3a) 3. (I29) – H28 – G28 - F27 
Brad Martin   3b) 6. (F27) – E27 - D26 - - - TELGAR WEYR; (D26) – D25 – [Miners Hall] 
Brown   3c) 6. (I29) – J29 - K30 – SOUTHERN TELGAR: (Lemos) – E30 – FAR CRY. 1 short 
 BANK: 35 + 6 + 3 + 3 – 8 + 13 (FOOR) + 1 (GREEN) = 53 
 
FOOR  3a) 3. (D25) - D26 – E27 - F27, 
Martin Walker  3b) 6. (F27) – G28 – H28 - I29 – I30 - I31 - J31, 
Red 3c) 6. (J31) - K32 – K33 - - - K34 - L34. 
 BANK: 40 + 8 – 13 (RIDE) = 35 
 
The fourth-round die rolls are 4a) 4, 4b) 5 and 4c) 6. Please note that all weyrs, except Ista Weyr (41) are 
mountain towns. We will use Bus Boss scoring for this game. 
 
 

RR Game LXXVIII – RR2403OT – Otago and Southland Map – Game Start 
 
OTB2D3DM  1a) 5. (Oamaru) - I33 - J33 - K32 - L32 - M32, 
Brendan Whyte   1b) 4. (M32) – PALMERSTON - O31 – WAIKOUAITI: (L32) – DUNBACK, 
Blue   1c) 6. (Dunback) - K30 – K29 - J29 - I28 - I27 - I26. 
 BANK: 20 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 9 (NNA) = 44 
 
GREEN   1a) 5. (Dunedin) – T30 – PORT CHALMERS - - - R30, 
Roger Trethewey  1b) 4. (R30) - - - Q30 – Waikouaiti, 
Green 1c) 6. (Dunedin) - - - T29 - - - MOSGIEL. 
 BANK: 20 + 3 + 6 = 29 
 
MOA  1a) 5. (Invercargill) – C47 – B48 – A48 – WINTON – Y8, 
Bob Gingell  1b) 4. (Y8) – X8 – W8 [Limehills] – V8 – U8, 
Brown 1c) 6. (U8) – T9 – LUMSDEN – R9 – Q9 – P10 – O10, 
 BANK: 20 + 3 + 3 = 26 
 
MAR  1a) 5. (Invercargill) – C48 – B49 – A49 – Z10 [Browns] – Z11, 
Michael Pargman  1b) 4. (Z11) – Z12 – Z13 – GORE – Y14, 
Red 1c) 6. (Y14) – Y15 – Y16 – Y17 - Y18: (Y14) – X14 - W13. 
 BANK: 20 + 6 = 26 
 
PINOT  1a) 5. (Invercargill) - C48 - B49 - A48 – WINTON - Y8, 
Steve Guest  1b) 4. (Y8) – X8 – W8 [Limehills] – V8 – U8, 
Orange 1c) 6. (U8) – T9 – LUMSDEN – R9 – Q9 – P10 – O10, 
 BANK: 20 + 3 + 3 = 26 
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NNA    1a) 5. (Dunedin) – T30 – PORT CHALMERS - - - R30, 
Jon Carter  1b) 4. (R30) - - - Q30 – Waikouaiti, 
Black 1c) 6. (Waikouaiti) - O31 -  Palmerston - M31 - Dunback -K30 - K29, 
 BANK: 20 + 3 – 9 (OTB2D3DM) = 16 
 
The second-round die rolls are 2a) 4, 2b) 6 and 2c) 3. 
 
 

RR Game LXXIX – RR2405BO - Bolivia Map – Game Start 
 
The company start details are as follows – 
 
Roger Trethewey Company Name: Green 
   Colour: Green 
   Start: Santa Cruz (1st choice) 
   
Dane Maslen  Company Name: USELESS  
    (Unbelievably Slow Extremely Ludicrous Eccentric Steam Services) 
   Colour: Red 
   Start: Trinidad (2nd) 
 
Chris Hibbert   Company Name: Phrygia for the Phrygian or "freedom" cap on the Bolivian coat of 
arms and flag. 
   Colour: Purple 
   Start: La Paz (1st) 
 
Richard Smith   Company Name: LLAMA (Lightning Locos for Andes Mountain Adventures) 
   Colour: Blue 
   Start: Sucre (3rd) 
 
The first-round die rolls are 1a) 3, 1b) 4 and 1c) 5. 
 

* * * * * 
 

Robo Rally 5 
 

Game Start 
 
The game started with all the robots marching together in a precision line East, except Cannon Fodder who 
went the wrong way. Baymax and Robbie were first onto the conveyor belts and rapidly headed into the 
distance, although Robbie was later tailed and blasted by HBZS#1. Mario Androidi was the only other target 
this round as Cannon Fodder finally got his bearings. 
 
 
Phase A 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

Dalekbot 840 3F L2E L5E  

HBZS#1 820 3F D2E D5E  

Mario Androidi 810 3F K2E K5E  

Baymax 800 3F G2E G5E Conveyed to G7E 

Robbie 790 3F F2E F5E Conveyed to F7E 

Big Data 770 2F B2E B4E  

Cannon Fodder 610 1F I2W I1W  

BluBOTtle 580 1F A2E A3E  
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Phase B 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

Big Data 760 2F B4E B6E  

Baymax 730 2F G7E G9E Conveyed to G11E 

Mario Androidi 720 2F K5E K7E  

Dalekbot 690 2F L5E L7E  

BluBOTtle 670 2F A3E A5E  

Robbie 570 1F F7E F8E Conveyed to F10E 

Cannon Fodder 310 LT I1W I1S  

HBZS#1 300 RT D5E D5S  

 
Phase C 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

BluBOTtle 750 2F A5E A7E  

HBZS#1 710 2F D5S F5S Conveyed to F7S 

Cannon Fodder 700 2F I1S K1S  

Big Data 680 2F B6E B8E  

Robbie 650 1F F10E F11E Conveyed to F13E 

Mario Androidi 630 1F K7E K8E  

Dalekbot 600 1F L7E L8E  

Baymax 560 1F G11E G12E Conveyed to G14E 

 
Phase D 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

BluBOTtle 780 2F A7E A9E  

Robbie 740 2F F13E F15E Conveyed to F17E. Shot by HBZS#1 

Baymax 640 1F G14E G15E Conveyed to G17E 

Big Data 590 1F B8E B10E  

Mario Androidi 550 1F K8E K9E Shot by Cannon Fodder 

Dalekbot 520 1F L8E L9E  

HBZS#1 290 LT F5S F5E Conveyed to F7E. Shoots Robbie  

Cannon Fodder 070 LT K1S K1E Shoots Mario Androidi 

 
Phase E 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

Cannon Fodder 830 3F K1E K4E Shoots Mario Androidi 

Big Data 660 2F B10E B12E  

HBZS#1 620 1F F7E F8E Conveyed to F10E. Shoots Robbie 

Dalekbot 5001F L9E L10E  

Mario Androidi 460 BU K9E K8E Shot by Cannon Fodder 

Robbie 390 LT F17E F17N Conveyed to F19N. Shot by HBZS31 and Baymax 

BluBOTtle 380 RT A9E A9S  

Baymax 230 LT G17E G17N Conveyed to G19N. Shoots Robbie 

 
Status Report 
 

Player Robot Location Damage Lives Lost Flags Registered 

Andy York Dalekbot L10E 0 0 - 

Steve Ham Cannon Fodder K4E 0 0 - 

Bob Pitman HBZS#1 F10E 0 0 - 

Chris Hibbert Mario Androidi K8E 2 0 - 

Bob Gingell Baymax G19N 0 0 - 

Michael Pargman Robbie F19N 3 0 - 

Brendan Whyte BluBOTtle A9S 0 0 - 

Richard Smith Big Data B12E 0 0 - 
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We are using the Sparta map, (http://spacebug.50webs.com/robo/sparta.jpg). For board reference, I shall 
use the letters A – L along the y-axis (North – South) and the numbers 1 – 28 along the x-axis (West – East). 
Cards should go out with this issue, so please send your round one orders next time. 
 
Questions 
 
Bob Gingell     I think the conveyor belts are all double speed to the pit – the 
map is quite dark and my glasses less clear than they should be. 

You are correct – the conveyors are double speed. 
 

* * * * * 
 

Snowball Fighting 5 
 

Round Four 
 
Last turn’s report was missing from issue 176 so I have included this here.  
 

Character 
(player) 

Position Ammunition Hit 
Points 

Victory 
Points 

Walking In The Air 
(Arthur Owen) 

A. Move H8 to K7, collect 1SS 
B. Rattlesnake at Simon 
C. Collect 2 SS 

2 simple snowballs 8 0 

Icy Yew 
(Bob Gingell) 

A. Rattlesnake at Simon 
B. Rattlesnake at nearest (Walking) 
C. Move R12 to N12, collect 1SS 

3 simple snowballs 9 4 

Walter Whiteout 
(Bob Pitman) 

A. Move B12 to B10, collect 1 SS 
B. Move B10 to E9, collect 1 SS 
C. Rattlesnake at nearest (Walking) 

1 simple snowball 10 1 

Simon the Snowflake 
(Richard Smith) 

A. Move N8 to L6, collect 1SS 
B. Move L6 to P4 
C. Collect dirigible 

2 simple snowballs 
1 dirigible 

4 1 

Texas Tornado 
(Andy York) 

A. Collect 2 SS 
B. Move S1 to Q3 
C. Rattlesnake at nearest (Simon) 

1 simple snowball 10 3 

 
Rules and map can be downloaded at https://variablepig.org/rules/snowball.html.  
 

http://spacebug.50webs.com/robo/sparta.jpg
https://variablepig.org/rules/snowball.html
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Phase A: There was a lot of movement and reloading, with only one snowball thrown – another doozie 
from Icy Yew at the perennial target Simon. 
 
Phase B: The movement continued but there were two snowballs thrown this time, Simon and the Texas 
Tornado both charged for the snowman at Q3 with the American winning the race. Walter Whiteout tried to 
stay out of trouble. Walking in the Air tried a tricky shot over the corner of the shed at Simon but missed wildly 
and was lucky not to fall over. He may have been distracted by another direct hit from Icy Yew. 
 
Phase C: Walking in the Air and Simon rearmed, while Icy Yew moved to another spot. The Texas 
Tornado could hardly miss his challenger for the snowman, and he hit with ease. Walter let fly at Walking in 
the Air but missed badly. 
 
Press:  
 
Walter  These snowballs are a pretty good simulation of the Uncertainty Principle! 
 
Simon  Ooh that's cold and wet!  But I want it to be known that I do not purport that these concepts 
should be taken as having less value to our society than being warm and dry. 
 
Questions 
 
Bob Gingell For the Snowball Fighting game wasn't it Round 2 re-done not Round 3? I think I should have 4 
not 2 snowballs (as I collected 2 twice and did not move afterwards). The others look right, with Richard's 
Simon losing one of his 3 remaining snowballs when he moved, Arthur topping back up to 2 and the others 
spending what they either started with or collected. 

Correct on both accounts. 
 
However, Andy's Texas Tornado should have been in Q3 by the snowman not his starting hex S1. Which hex 
did you calculate the shots from? Since one shot hit anyway it is only the roll that missed that might be 
significant. 

“Shots are allowed over "The Shed" but hit probability is halved.” I calculate hit probability based on 

a centre hex to centre hex track. If this takes the snowball through an area marked by the shed, I will 

treat is as a lob. S1 or Q3 to H8 is over the shed, so I calculated the probability as a lob over the shed 

with halved probability. I do not keep records of the die rolls I made for each shot, so I cannot recheck 

exactly what happened. 
 
I am still a bit uncertain as to how much cover is given by a tree although I agree it should be kept simple. The 
rules merely say that snowballs cannot pass through a conifer hex (meaning trunk hex). It would help to clarify 
descriptions as trunk hexes and branch hexes since all 7 hexes could be described as 'conifer hexes'. I asked if 
it was all the trunk hex that counted. Your earlier reply could be interpreted as saying that only the dot in the 
centre of the trunk hex counts, but that was then confused by reference to cover given by branches. For 
example, if a player in H8 targeted a player in Q13, which goes through much of a conifer hex including 
narrowly part of the asterisk but not through the centre point, would the shot be allowed? Or smaller amounts of 
the conifer hex such as O13 (which still goes through a significant amount of the trunk hex).  
 
I suggest it is simplest to assume that just the asterisk blocks throws, since we do not want to create substantial 
hide-out zones but the dot alone would mean that the conifer trunk has no effect at all unless in a precisely 
straight line from thrower to target as was the case for me and Simon last round. Both throwers and targets 
could in theory be anywhere in a hex and can move to maximise that cover as shown by the protection given by 
being in the same hex as a snowman even if targeted simultaneously from two different directions. However, as 
a player can be in the same hex as a conifer trunk I do not think it should act as a big obstacle to targeting 
players behind (despite the potential advantage shown in my last round cowering behind a tree). My own view 
is that limiting the blocking of shots to the asterisk when tracing a line from centre point of thrower hex to centre 
point of target hex should be enough, which would block a shot from H8 to Q13 but not a shot to O13.  
 
I acknowledge that two or three branch hexes give no greater protection than one branch hex since it is where 
you are standing that counts not how many branch hexes are between the target and the thrower. As a 
snowball can target someone in the open standing behind a branch hex without that target gaining any 
protection from those branches there should not be many opportunities to hide behind the tree trunk, even if the 
target can dodge about behind it as is possible with a snowman. However, there are some similar and possibly 
greater issues about the shed.  
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I note that Texas Tornado (in Q3) targeted Walking In The Air in H8 in this last round and a direct shot would 
have passed through the corner of the shed in hex M5. Was it treated as a lob over the shed or as a direct 
shot? The same concerns arises with the shed as with the conifer over direct throws, save that you can lob a 
shot over the shed (and so "line of sight" is irrelevant given that you know where everyone is) while you cannot 
lob over a conifer and must throw in a direct line through the various 'conifer hexes'. My gut feeling is that since 
TT's shot passed through the drawn part of the shed (and the shed in M5 is not drawn as angled diagonally so 
as to divide the hex in half) then it ought to have been a lob, in which case it is not so surprising that the shot 
missed.   
 
Effectively I suggest that the drawn images of conifers and shed on the map are intended to be actual 
representations of the size of the elements which block direct shots and so it is not the whole of the hex 
concerned that blocks shots nor just the dot in the middle.  

Regarding Snowball Fighting, I use the hit point adjustment table when calculating hit probability. 

 

Summary of Hit Probability Adjustments 

Target on conifer hex (*) - 25%  

Target adjacent to conifer (.) - 10% 

 

My interpretation is that the conifer hex is specifically the central hex – the surrounding hexes are 

adjacent, although affected by a conifer storm. This gets the 25% reduction hit probability - the 

surrounding hexes are adjacent and get the 10% reduction. I was referring to the 6 surrounding hexes 

when I mentioned the cover from the outer branches.  The earlier rule that a snowball throw may not 

pass through a conifer hex is ambiguous and unnecessarily confusing. I agree with your suggestion 

that a snowball cannot pass through the centre of conifer hex in a straight line.  

 
By comparison, the drawn snowmen images are merely virtual representations of elements which are stated in 
the rules to affect the whole of the hex they are in, so that principle cannot apply to them. Similarly, the path is a 
virtual representation since the rules say that the whole of each path hex is devoid of snow for making 
snowballs even though the image of the path does not fill the hexes. 

Regarding snowmen, I will continue to apply the adjustments based on the table in the rules “Target 

on snowman hex -10% “.  

 

Regarding the path, this is trickier. However, I will allow players to collect snowballs along the path, 

considering that they are collecting them from the sides of the path. I realize that this may not be the 

correct interpretation, but this is easier for me lest I forget. 
 
I repeat my objection to your suggestion of allowing gathering of snowballs on the path since the rules clearly 
say you cannot do that. Orders in Round 1 (and 2) could have been different if players knew they could have 
stayed on the path and gathered snowballs. 

Re-reading the Snowball rules online, I have seen the rule COLLECT. The player may collect up to 

two simple snowballs, or one Doubleday Dirigible per segment. The player states which type of 

snowball they wish to collect. Snowballs cannot be collected on the path. I’m not sure I spotted this in 

my paper copy, as I thought the rule applied mainly to the movement. I will apply this from now on, 

but I will not redo the previous rounds. You do have 4 snowballs.  
 
Bob Pitman Appreciate a check on my Snowball fight orders for correctness... I’ve done move and collect, 
not sure I have it right... I know we are told to pick up, but I wasn’t sure if pick up is an MF (I’ve assumed it isn’t 
as its not in the rules!). 

Your moves were fine as ordered. 
 

Question! Somewhere (and I can’t recall where or if this memory is accurate) did I read that the snowmen’s 
heads at A12 and Q3 can be used as premade Doubleday Dirigibles? 

Regarding the Snowball question in your second e-mail, Snowmen’s heads can be used (once) as 

Dirigibles. 
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Suggestion... there are a few games like Snowball fight and the Railway Rivals games where there’s a current 
map in the hands of the GM... I try to keep track on my own maps but they aren’t always accurate... for example 
on the Argentina map I had missed ABs run of track out of E49 to SS de Jujuy, and in Snowball fight Walking In 
the Airs actual moves look like the ones I had recorded for him in round 2. Would it be  

Regarding publishing maps online, I don’t think that I can do this easily. I still use paper maps 

marked up with pens that don’t always scan well. I’m happy to scan maps on request, but the quality 

won’t be great. I know that Richard marks his maps up electronically, so he can maintain these online, 

but I’m not that advanced. For Snowball Fighting, I usually don’t mark up the map at all – just check 

players positions and moves each round. 
 

Round Five 
 
Phase A: Walter decided to break cover, only to run into hail of snow. Firstly, he took a direct hit to the 
face from Walking in the Air, but the snowman’s head thrown by the Texas Tornado fell short. Simon was so 
close to the Tornado that he almost couldn’t miss with his dirigible and didn’t. Simon, however, also fell victim 
to an accurate rattlesnake from Icy Yew. 
 
Phase B: Simon retreated away from the Tornado, who hurled a smaller snowball again at Walter, this 
time easily hitting his target. Walter exchanged snowballs with Walking in the Air, both hitting their mark. Icy 
Yew tried to target Walter, but his throw was got diverted by the branches. 
 
Phase C: Walking in the Air and the Texas Tornado rearmed. Icy Yew and Simon exchanged 
snowballs. Simon managed a rare hit on his sheltered opponent while his opponent also struck home easily. 
Walter took aim at Walking in the Air, striking his opponent with a glancing blow. 
 

Character 
(player) 

Position Ammunition Hit 
Points 

Victory 
Points 

Walking In The Air 
(Arthur Owen) 
 

A. K7. Rattlesnake at Walter 
B. K7. Rattlesnake at Walter 
C. K7 Collect dirigible 

1 dirigible 6 2 

Icy Yew 
(Bob Gingell) 
Start:  

A. N12. Rattlesnake at Simon 
B. N12. Rattlesnake at Walter 
C. N12. Rattlesnake at nearest (Simon) 

- 8 6 

Walter Whiteout 
(Bob Pitman) 

A. E9 – F10 – H10. Collect 1SS 
B. H10. RR at nearest (Simon) 
C. H10. RR at nearest  

- 8 3 

Simon the Snowflake 
(Richard Smith) 

A. P4. Dirigible at Texas Tornado 
B. P4 - Q5 - P6 - O7 - N8 
C. N8. RR at nearest 

1 simple snowball 
 

2 5 

Texas Tornado 
(Andy York) 

A. Q3. Snowman head at Walter 
B. Q3. RR at Walter 
C. Q3. Collect 2 simple snowballs 

2 simple snowballs 7 4 

 
Press:  
 
Simon the Snowflake: Having read the rules of this game on the Inconsistent Policeman website, I must 
object to the lack of representation of the Green Party. I would therefore like to request the addition of a new 
shot called the "Alice Hooker". 
 

* * * * * 
 

Sopwith T-365VP 
 

Round Seventeen 
 
It was another quiet round as Cameltoe took off to re-join the fight, while his remaining adversaries split off 
from each other. However, as the clouds cleared, all the planes revealed as in line. 
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Pilot Starts Moves Ends A:D:P 

2 Gossamer Heron 
Chris Hibbert 
Start: A1 

14) O14SW 
15) M11W 
16) P13SE 
17) N13NW 

14) RT - RS – RS 
15) LT, fL – LT, fL fA – A 
16) LT – LT, fA, fL – LT 

17) A – A - A 

14) M11W 
15) P13SE 
16) N13NW 
17) K10NE 

2:8:4 

3 Cameltoe (ACE) 
John Walker 
Start: A10 

14) E9NW 
15) C10NE 

16) A10 
17) A10 

14) RT – RS – A 
15) A – A – Land 

16) Re-arm and repair 
17) Take off A – A - A 

14) C10NE 
15) A10 
16) A10 

17) D10SW 

16:12:7 

5 The Ode-ace-ious One 
John Marsden 
Start: S19 

14) O13E 
15) N15E 
16) L13W 
17) K10W 

14) LS, fA, L – A – A 
15) LT – LT – LT, fL 

16) RS – A - A  
17) RT – RT - RT 

14) N15E 
15) L13W 
16) K10W 
17) I10E 

3:4:12 

1 Avey Ate Her 
Brendan Whyte 
Start: J1 

   Shot down 
turn 15, 6 

points 

4 The Mystery Pilot (ACE) 
Brad Martin 
Start: J19 

   Shot down 
turn 10 

11 points 

6 Red Baron 
Arthur Owen 
Start: S10 

   Shot down 
turn 4 

 
Rules for this game are available on-line at http://www.fwtwr.com/sopstats/rules.htm. 

 

2 

3 

5 

http://www.fwtwr.com/sopstats/rules.htm
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 #96 

The Universe is a Pink Blancmange Called Simon 
A subzine by Richard Smith – richard530smith@btinternet.com 

 

2nd February 2020 

 
This issue's picture was taken in the New Forest in the depths of winter (er, well I think it was probably about 
10oC). The New Forest was once on my doorstep and but now I wake up to the South Downs. The South of 
England has been my home (cue Frank Turner's Wessex Boy https://youtu.be/kT0676muGrs) for most of my life 
and is now free of the tyranny of the EU. No euro sausages or straight bananas for me! 
 
As you may have guessed the previous sentence was an attempt at irony. I think leaving the EU is a daft idea 
foisted on us by idiots. Perhaps we should've had bongs for Brexit after all as most of the government have 
probably been smoking one.  
 
I am writing this page of guff on 2nd February 2020 which is a palindrome day internationally, which is quite a 
rare thing. For example 20/02/2002 worked in the UK and most other countries that use DD/MM/YYYY, but not 
the USA and a few others that use MM/DD/YYYY. 
 
On the games front, I have enough takers to run GS Tarnished V2 and it will start next ish although there is room 
for one more manager (two runners). By contrast, The Great Brain Robbery list looks like it may not fill but I will 
leave it up for a bit longer. The Crets V2 RR map is nearly ready to play but I'm in no rush to get this one out as 
I'm already GMing four rivals games.  
 
Talking of railways, it now looks like the HS2 construction will go ahead at a cost of £100bn.  Could that money 
be better spent on combating global warming? Or perhaps a pay rise for me? It did give me an idea for an 
alternative RR map where each company competes to build the best HS2 network despite prohibitive costs and 
frustrating delays. Any player that does manage to connect London, Birmingham, Liverpool and Leeds without 
going bust gets a job offer from Boris.  
 
So have I finally chosen the new subzine name? Not at the time of writing. I will update the text here if I do. 
 
Update 14th Feb: Er, nope, maybe next time... 
 
Richard 
 

In the early 20th century, cars were seen as an environmentally friendly solution to horse drawn 
carriages because horse poop and carcasses polluted the city. One city horse could produce 
between 15 and 30 pounds of manure a day.  

https://youtu.be/kT0676muGrs
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King of Tokyo - Round 5 
 
King of Tokyo is a hugely popular tabletop game by Richard Garfield, published by 
Iello Games. F2F rules for the 2016 edition area available from 

http://iellogames.com/downloads/KOT2-rulebook_EN.pdf 
Rules for the postal adaptation https://variablepig.org/rules/kingoftokyo.html (3-4 
players only. 
 

 

Rumble Report 

Three monsters reap the benefits of surviving in Tokyo, gaining VPs and damaging all their opponents. Again no 
power cards bought - maybe sharing energy and cards across bouts (as mentioned previously) might bring them 
into the game more. 

Bout 1: Brexitator dines on some two stew and has a little nibble at his rivals for afters.  

Bout 2: Megakitty1 licks his wounds but fails to depose Cretosaurus from Tokyo. 

Bout 3: Cyclops gives all his enemies the evil eye and some sharp claws (that cut through Megakitty's armour). 

Bout 4: Cretosaurus also gets the claws out, reducing his opponents to the same level of wear and tear as him.  
 
Turn 5 Bouts Table 

Bout 1 Bout 2 

Brexitator gains 2V for remaining in Tokyo 

Brexitator rolls 1, 2, 2, 2, C, E 
Brexitator rolls [2, 2, 2] 2, 3, 3 
Brexitator rolls: [2, 2, 2, 2] C, H 
Brexitator gets 3VPs for the 4 2s 
Brexitator inflicts 1 damage on all three opponents 
Brexitator does not heal 1 point due to being in 
Tokyo  

Brexitator saves 1E for later 

Megakitty1 rolls 2, C, E, E, H, H 

Megakitty1 rolls [E, E, H, H] 1, 2 
Megakitty1 rolls [E, E, H, H] 2, C 
Megakitty1 inflicts 1 damage on Cretosaurus who 
remains in Tokyo  
Megakitty1 heals 2 points 
Megakitty1 saves 3E for later 

Bout 3 Bout 4 

Cyclops gains 2V for remaining in Tokyo 
Cyclops gains 2E from Battery Monster 
Cyclops rolls 2, 3, C, C, C, E 
Cyclops rolls [C, C, C] 2, 3, H 

Cyclops rolls [C, C, C] C, E, H 
Cyclops inflicts 4 damage on all three opponents 
Cyclops does not heal 1 point due to being in Tokyo 
Cyclops saves 3E for later 

Cretosaurus gains 2V for remaining in Tokyo 
Cretosaurus rolls 1, 2, 2, 2, C, C 
Cretosaurus rolls [2, 2, 2, C, C] 3 
Cretosaurus rolls [2, 2, 2, C, C] C 

Cretosaurus gets 2VPs for the 3 2s 
Cretosaurus inflicts 3 damage on all three opponents 
Cretosaurus saves 1E for later 

 
Status Table (italic monster in Tokyo, bold turn is next up) 

Turn Bout 1 V H E Bout 2 V H E Bout 3 V H E Bout 4 V H E 

1, 5,  
9, 13 

Brexitator 
(John Walker) 
Cards: None 

9 5 1 Megakitty1 
(Bob Pitman) 
Cards: Media 
Friendly 

1 6 3 Cyclops 
(Kevin Lee) 
Cards: Battery 
Monster (4 left) 

3 8 3 Cretosaurus 
(Jim Reader) 
Cards: Solar 
Powered 

7 7 1 

2, 6,  
10, 14 

Cretosaurus 
(Jim Reader) 
Cards: None 

0 9 4 Brexitator 
(John Walker) 
Cards: None 

3 10 1 Megakitty1 
(Bob Pitman) 
Cards: Armor 
Plating 

0 6 0 Cyclops 
(Kevin Lee) 
Cards: Energy 
Hoarder 

0 7 2 

3, 7, 
11, 15 

Cyclops 
(Kevin Lee) 
Cards: None 

0 9 2 Cretosaurus 
(Jim Reader) 
Cards: None 

1 10 1 Brexitator 
(John Walker) 
Cards: None 

4 6 1 Megakitty1 
(Bob Pitman) 
Cards: None 

0 7 2 

4, 8,  
12, 16 

Megakitty1 
(Bob Pitman) 
Cards: None 

0 9 3 Cyclops 
(Kevin Lee) 
Cards: None 

0 10 5 Cretosaurus 
(Jim Reader) 
Cards: None 

0 6 2 Brexitator 
(John Walker) 
Cards: None 

4 7 1 

http://iellogames.com/downloads/KOT2-rulebook_EN.pdf
https://variablepig.org/rules/kingoftokyo.html
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Card Descriptions [Owned by Monsters] 

Name Type Cost Description 

Armor Plating Keep 4 No damage when taking exactly 1 damage 

Battery Monster Keep 3 6E in reserve, move 2 into bank before turn  

Energy Hoarder Keep 3 get 1V for every 6E in bank at end of turn 

Media Friendly Keep 2 +1E when buying cards 

Solar Powered Keep 2 +1E if no E at end of turn 

 

Turn 6 Bout 1:  

Cretosauraus (Jim) to play. Brexitator (John) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve (see rules). 

# Name Type Cost Description 

1 Tank Discard 4 +4VP -3H 

2 Jets Keep 5 You don't lose H if you decide to leave Tokyo 

3 Alien Origin Keep 3 Power cards cost 1E less to buy 

4 Even Bigger Keep 4 +2H when card bought, can have up to 12H as long as card owned 

5 Energy Hoarder Keep 3 Gain 1 VP for every 6E in hand at end of turn 

6 Acid Attack Keep 6 Add 1C to roll 

 

Turn 6 Bout 2: 
Brexitator (John) to play. Cretosaurus (Jim) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve (see rules). 

# Name Type Cost Description 

1 Extra Head Keep 7 You get 1 extra die 

2 Spiked Tail Keep 5 If you roll at least 1C add 1C to your roll 

3 High Altitude Bombing Discard 4 All monsters (including you) lose 3H 

4 Rapid Healing Keep 3 Spend 2E any time to get 1H 

5 Made In A Lab Keep 2 Can buy cards from reserve 

6 Energy Drink Keep 3 Spend 1E to get extra dice roll 

 

Turn 6 Bout 3: 
Megakitty1 (Bob) to play. Cyclops (Kevin) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve (see rules). 

# Name Type Cost Description 

1 Shrink Ray Keep 6 Give 1 Shrink Ray token to each monster you wound. At the 
beginning of their turn monsters roll 1 die less for each token. 
Rolled Hs may be used to remove tokens instead of damage. 

2 Commuter Train Discard 4 +2VP 

3 Giant Brain Keep 5 1 extra dice roll per turn 

4 Heal Discard 3 +2H  

5 Camouflage Keep 3 Roll die for each H lost, if H rolled do not lose that H 

6 Evacuation Orders Discard 7 All rival monsters lose 5VP 

 

Turn 6 Bout 4:  
Cyclops (Kevin) to play. Cretosauraus (Jim) is in Tokyo. Cards 1-3 on sale, 4-6 reserve (see rules). 

# Name Type Cost Description 

1 Burrowing Keep 5 +1C on roll when in Tokyo, when yielding new monster -1H 

2 It Has A Child Keep 7 If you lose all H, lose all VPs and restart on 10H outside Tokyo 

3 We're Only Making 
It Stronger 

Keep 3 When you lose 2H or more gain 1E 

4 Frenzy Discard 7 Take another turn after this one 

5 Gourmet Keep 4 2VPs when you roll 111 or better 

6 Rapid Healing Keep 3 Spend 2E any time to gain 1H 
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Fragments Movie Madness - Round 5 
 
This Oscar-winningly nuts game is up and running with 5 players and more 
can join anytime. Rules to the Fragments game and variants are available at 

https://variablepig.org/rules/fragments.html 
 
The final two fragments are unearthed and the (decoding) race to the finish 
begins. First to 60 points or most in the bag at the end of 8 rounds wins. 
 
Chris gets off the mark and both Bobs score points with Bob G's inspired / 
lucky (delete as applicable) guess for fragment 5 the difference. 

 
Guesses: Fragment 1: Correct guess from Bob G; Jurassic World Woollen Kingdom incorrect; Jurassic Park 
incorrect.  
Fragment 2: Correct guesses from Bob P and Chris H; Logan's Run For Your Wife incorrect 
Fragment 3: Correct guesses from Bob G, Bob P and Chris H; Tome Raider incorrect.  
Fragment 4: The Broods of Dracula incorrect; What We Do In The Shadows incorrect. 
Fragment 5: Correct guess from Bob G.  
 
Analysis Requests: Fragment 4: Bob P; Fragment 5: John W; Fragment 6: John W; Fragment 7: Chris H and 
Bob P; Fragment 9: Chris H and Brendan W. 
Type Requests: Fragment 4: Brendan W. 
Year Requests: Fragment 4: Bob G; Fragment 6: Bob G. 
Fragment 4 is a tricky one - will the year and type help? I wondered about allowing players to ask for genre, box 
office figures, IMDB or Rotten Tomatoes ratings, or perhaps a non-specific GM-chosen clue? 
 
Scoreboard: 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 Total A/T/Y 

Bob Gingell 6 7 7  8        28 8 

Bob Pitman 7 6 7          20 8 

John Walker  7 8          15 8 

Chris Hibbert  6 7          13 8 

Brendan Whyte             0 7 

 
Fragment 1 - 5 Points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

P - - h - - - o - - c l - m - y - r n s p u - - y 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

P a r k                      

 
Fragment 2 - 5 Points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

Y o - k - n - A g u t - - - e n - - - - m a r - - 
  

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

h o - - - e s - - p - p - - m a t - r - d e - - h 
  

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 

- t - - - h - - d s - - - n o v - - w - - - h t j 
 

76 77 78 79 80                     

i l t - -                     

 
Fragment 3 - 6 Points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

L - - - C - o f - p - u - d e - s h a - r g - - o 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46     

- i - g p - - d - - t - f - - m B o - t s     

 

https://variablepig.org/rules/fragments.html
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Fragment 4 - 6 Points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

I - h - - k D r - - u l - - - d - p - e s - e d a 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

- a l - h - d - e s - - m - p - a r - - - d - n - 
 

51 52 53 54 55 56 57                   

- s c - y - t                   

 
Fragment 5 - 7 points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

A f - - c a - - o - - c a - g - t - - o p - - y c 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46     

- - c - - i - h h - s d - - d f - t h - -     

 
Fragment 6 - 7 points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

D - c k i - B i - - m - - e - o - - v e - - - - - 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

c - - - t - - c r - - k - t - r - w - - a b u - - 
 

51 52 53 54                      

- - i m                      

 
Fragment 7 - 8 points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

I - - e - - e - - - s - l - - - - c - m - - o n - 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48   

m b - - j - - - o u - - - - e B - i - h - - n   

 
Fragment 8 - 8 points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

B - u - - - r - n - p - a - - - t f - - - u - - - 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

- n - v - l - - - - t - d o - r - - y - - - - p a 
 

51 52 53 54                      

p - - s                      

 
Fragment 9 - 9 points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

C - - m - - - - i - - - - n - - - - - - t - - u - 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

- - n - - - - - - - - R - - - - - l l - - - - - - 
 

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 

o - - - - - - - - D - a - - S - - - - - - - s 

Fragment 10 - 9 points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

- r - y - - - - - - r - - - - i - g - - i - - - - 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

- m - - - - - k - - - - - - a s - - - - - - - - - 
 

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 

- - - - - v - - - - - o s - - - - e r - - - f - - 
                         

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 

- g - - - - - s 
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Fragment 11 - 10 points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

- - - - d - - - - - - - - - - - - d - - - - - - - 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

- - - - - c - - - r - 

 
Fragment 12 - 10 points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

- - - - w - - - - - - e - - - - - - m - - - - - - 
 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 

- - - - u - - - - - - - - - - - B - - - - - - - 

 
 

Golden Strider - Robot Variant - Gameend Comments 
 
 
Bob Pitman (3rd, actually should have been 2nd) 
 
I thought that was quite fun, but it does need some complex conditionals to avoid problems… Bot was doing 
nicely until round 7 when my banking rule did me over. 
I’d play again, and apart from the larger overtaking penalties, the more the merrier! 

 
Tom Howell (interested bystander) 
 
I tried working through the race.  I have some problems with several of the algorithms, notably Pitman's, 
Walker's, "Robo Dick's", and Owen's. 
 
But, first: a simple error on the GM's part:  In round 4, Walker Robot's replacement is calculated as 9 (nine), 
and reported under Cards as such.  From then on, it shows as 10/4 (ten). 
 
Arthur's is arguably a typo: "For 4 rounds play 2 move 4 bank 4".  Hard to move 4 OR bank 4 if the card played 
is a 2.  I suspect the actual moves are correct and what was intended. 
 
The biggest problem is Bob's:  "...oldest card balanced to return a 10 movement replacement"  If this is a 
robot command, methinks there needs be some instructions on how to 'balance' the movement points.  I 
know what I would do, but having seen Arthur's play in other games, I'd bet actual cash that he wouldn't do it 
the same way I would, and (with less confidence) that he wouldn't come up with the same result. I would 
have to take into account the bot's current place, the cards held by all, and (this could only be a guess) 
which would likely to be played. No fair peeking to see what the other's instructions are.  As the runners are 
positioned and the cards stand as of round 5, I'd probably have played Bob's 8/1 in round 6 as 3 movement 
and 5 banked, the only way to guarantee a 10 replacement in round 6.  This would have dropped Bot Pitman 
to equal 2nd with Three Laws and Robo Dick with consequences to overtaking for all three (O=0 for Bot 
Pitman, O=2 for Three Laws, and O=3 for Robo Dick).  Given the fuzziness of the instruction, I'd say this is a 
judgment call and the 4/4 split is probably as reasonable as the 3/5 - after all, the bot can't know what the 
others will do. 
 
The next line: "If the finish line distance is less than the card movement totals in hand..."  should also give 
explicit instructions on how to calculate "finish line distance" and "card movement totals in hand".  'Nough 
said. 
 
As for "Robo Dick"'s item 4: what exactly constitutes a 'legal' card? (An aside: in item 3, is 'position' what was 
intended, or 'square'?) And, whatever is 'carried forward' could be a bit more explicit. 
 
By now, you can probably predict that John's "... can reach target..." could be a bit more explicit. 
 
On to the race results:  in round 6, leaving Bot Pitman's plays as reported (otherwise they would really 
complicate things), Robo Dick and Three Laws should replace with nine (9/6): bank 4 in third equal 
place.  Radio Ham should have replaced with a two (2/6): he still gets the sixth place bonus even though he 
didn't bank anything. 
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So, going into round 7, four of our six competitors are carrying one bad card.  Walker Robot should have 
played 9/4, moving 5, banking 4, to square 18.  Placings should be:  Robo Dick 4th, Walker Robot and Bot 
Pitman should be 5th equal.  This doesn't affect overtaking this round, but it will in the next. 
 
Round 8:  Walker to 4th position on square 28.  Overtaking for Walker and Robo Dick should only be 1. 
 
Round 9:  Robo Dick should play 9/6 not 10/6; Walker robot should play 9/4 not 10/4.  All squares and 
positions as reported, but Walker Robot should have overtaking = 1. 
 
Round 10:  Walker Robot ends on 46 for 2nd equal with Arthur and Robo Dick.  Radio Ham ends on 43 for 5th 
position.  Overtaking:  Robo Dick=1. 
 
Round 11:  Three Laws plays 9/6 not 10/6 to square 57; Walker R. to 55; Robo Dick has one overtaking due, 
moves 7 to 53 and 4th place, and replaces with 2/11. 
  
Round 12:  Walker to 65 for win; Robo Dick to 59; Three Laws to 57; Bot Pitman should show 5th. 
 
Round 13:  Robo Dick steps over the finish whilst Bot Pitman blazes past him to square 64 for second 
place.  Everyone else stumbles on... 
 
As I said, interesting concept, and I think results show the relevant points.  
1)  Don't start kicking if you ain't got what it takes to reach the finish under full steam. 
2)  Manage your position to minimize overtaking costs.  Radio Ham paid 14 overtaking points and finished 
last.  Robo Dick paid 8 and didn't quite make the finish line.  Three Laws and Walker Robot paid 5. 
3)  Point three has two sides.  a) Three Law's suffered from running to near the front and not gaining the 2 
point bonus from 4th through 6th place; also see point one.  b) Walker Robot took good advantage of the 4th 
through 6th 2point bonus, only inadvertently sliding into 3rd equal once.  He also managed point 2 well, 
never incurring enough overtaking costs to lose position on the subsequent turn. 
 
Good run, John! 
 

 

Railway Rivals South Downs Way (RR2346SDW) - Round 6  
 

Wickham station is set for its first passenger trains since 1955 (see 
http://www.disused-stations.org.uk/w/wickham/index.shtml) as two rail 
companies connect. There is a popular walk / cycle route along the old line 
from Wickham to West Meon, but no extra points are scored for it. 
 

Alas the village of Cheriton (locally famous for its microbrewery, see 
https://www.flowerpotscheriton.co.uk/our-beers) has not been connected, 
and of course it was the first one out of the hat when I drew the races for 
the first three rounds :-0 

A map showing the latest builds is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2346SDW.jpg 
 
GREEN 6a. [3] (H15) --- H16 
Brad Martin 6b. [6] (H16) - H17 --- WICKHAM; (B34) - Northchapel; (B11) - S1 
Blue 6c. [5] (Selborne) - R5 -- R3 - S3 - BINSTEAD 
 BANK: 116 +3 +6 +1(FBR, F12) +1(GODOWN, V12) +1(GODOWN, R12)  = 128 

 
FBR 6a. [3] (K15) --- H16 
Jim Reader 6b. [6] (H16) - H17 --- WICKHAM; (G12) – F12; (Lavant) – Y20 
Red 6c. [5] (T44) --- T43: (C42) - C41 - B40 
 BANK: 33 +3 -1(GREEN, F12) +1(FBR, F43) +1(GODOWN, X17)   = 37 

 
BLACK  6a. [3] (Findon) --- N44 (Cissbury Ring) 
Roger Trethewey 6b. [6] (F44) -- F42 - E42; (Z44) -- B71 - B72 
Black 6c. [5] (B71) --- C72; (E42) - D41; (K74) - L73 / Long Man of Wilmington 
 BANK: 53 +3 +3 -1(FBR, F43) -1(GODOWN, B72) -1(GODOWN, C72) -1(GODOWN, 

D41) = 55 

http://www.disused-stations.org.uk/w/wickham/index.shtml
https://www.flowerpotscheriton.co.uk/our-beers
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2346SDW.jpg
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GODOWN 6a. [3] (Cocking) --- X15 / Heyshott Down 
Bob Gingell 6b. [6] (X15 / Heyshott Down) --- X16 - X17; (Y14) -- W13 
Purple 6c. [5] (W13) -- U12 - T12 - S12 - R12 
 BANK: 70 +3 +1(BLACK, B72) +1(BLACK, C72) +1(BLACK, D41) -1(FBR, X17) -

1(GREEN, V12) -1(GREEN, R12) = 73 
 
The first set of races is: 

1) Cheriton (14) - Ditchling (56)   2) Bishop's Waltham (21) - South Harting (35) 
3) Wickham (22) - Brighton (Sp5)  4) Rottingdean (61) - Portsmouth (Sp2) 
5) Itchen Abbas (13) - Midhurst (43)  6) Cocking (44) - Findon (53) 
7) Buriton (34) - Eastbourne (66)     

Enter up to 4 races and build up to 12 points of track. 
 
 
 

Railway Rivals Xanth 2.0 (RR2375XA2) - Round 5   
 

GREEN, GOBLIN and DST all continue building in the northeast with 
GREEN being the first to reach the incorrectly spelt (on the map) Isthmus 
Village and DST reaching Mundania. 

BREXIT also heads north on two fronts but has not yet connected any 
islands. GREEN and GOBLIN both extend a little furhter southward. 

GREEN has yet to visit the magician, which reminds me of what I said last 
time about the direction of races and buying spells. When drawing races 
in RR it generally doesn't matter which location is the start and which is 
the end - I guess it does in Xanth! 

Map showing the latest builds is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2375XA2.jpg 

All the previous questions are summarised in a FAQ at https://variablepig.org/xanthrr.html 
 
DST 5a. [4] (L5) -- J6 - L6 - Troll Bridge 
Arthur Owen 5b. [3] (Troll Bridge) - H4 -- F3 
Red 5c. [5] (F3) --- C2 - Isthmus Village - A3 (connection for Mundania) 
DR=1; EP=1 BANK: 18 -1(GREEN, K6) -3(GREEN, I6) -1(GREEN, G4) -1(GOBLIN, F3) +1(GOBLIN, 

T26) = 13 

 
GREEN 5a. [4] (F4) ---- ISTHMUS VILLAGE 
Roger Trethewey 5b. [3] (Com-Pewters Cave) --- R19 
Green 5c. [5] (R19) --- R20 - R21;  (E4) - Black Village 
 BANK: 82 +6 +1(DST, K6) +3(DST, I6) +1(DST, G4) -1(BREXIT, R21) +1(GOBLIN, E4) 

-2(GOBLIN, E4) +1(BREXIT, S15) +1(GOBLIN, T10) = 93 
 

GOBLIN  5a. [4] (H3) - Tall Hassle --- BLACK VILLAGE 
Steve Guest 5b. [3] (Gateway Castle) - T24 -- T26 
Orange 5c. [5] (W25) - Fauns; (Dragons) - T11 --- T10 
DR=1; MP=1 BANK: 45 +6 +1(DST, F3) -1(GREEN, E4) +2(GREEN, E4) -1(DST, T26) -1(GREEN, 

T10) = 51 
  
BREXIT 5a. [4] (R10) - GOBLINS; (Q8) -- BIRDS; (Q14) - R14 

Michael Pargman 5b. [3] (R14) - S15; (Q14) - O13 
Blue 5c. [5] (O13) --- N12 - Centaurs - M11 
DR=3;EP=4;MP=3 BANK: 35 +6 +1(GREEN, R21) -1(GREEN, S15) = 41 

 
Rolls for Round 6:  6a) 5   6b) 3   6c) 4 
 

 

https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2375XA2.jpg
https://variablepig.org/xanthrr.html
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Railway Rivals Xanth 2.0 (RR2390XA2) - Round 3   
 
BIEN contunes to laud it in the North, though it gets some competition 
over the lucrative Flies to Peace express line with BADPUN. Peace is 

connected simulaneously and payments cancel.  
 
BADPUN and STORK NAKED both nudge southwards, with BADPUN 
collecting some gold on the way. It's now even-stevens for reaching 
Mount Parnassus and Noname Key. 
 
No company has yet tried to find the invisible bridge (aaaaaaaah!) 

 
Map showing the latest builds is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2390XA2.jpg 

All the previous questions are summarised in a FAQ at https://variablepig.org/xanthrr.html 

 
BIEN 3a. [5] (Flies) ---- PEACE; (Flies) - S14 
Christian Bien 3b. [4] (S14) -- U15; (N7) -- L6 
Orange 3c. [5] (L6) --- I5; (L6) - L5; (N6) - N5 
 BANK: 56 +3 -8(BADPUN, Flies-U15) = 51 

 
STORK NAKED 3a. [5] (Castle Roogna) - O21 -- CASTLE ZOMBIE: (O21) -- O23 
Jim Reader 3b. [4] (O23) - SOUTH VILLAGE; (U25) -- S26; (Y29) - Y30 
Green 3c. [5] (S26) --- MOUNT RUSHMOST; (T25) – T26; (T17) – U17. 
EP=1; MP=1 BANK: 30 +6 +6 +6 -1(BADPUN, U17) +1(BADPUN, Y28) +4(BADPUN, T25-T26) = 52 

 
BADPUN 3a. [5] (U15) --- Flies; (O15) - PEACE; (W25) - X25 
Bob Gingell 3b. [4] (X25) - Nymphs - X27 - - Z28 (+2) 
Black 3c. [5] (Z28) - Z29 (+2) - IVORY TOWER; (Gateway Castle) - T24 -- T26 
EP=2; MP=1;DR=1 BANK: 26 +3 +6 +4 +8(BIEN, Flies-U15) +1(STORK, U17) -1(STORK, Y28) -4(STORK, 

T25-T26) = 43 
 
Rolls for Round 4:  4a) 3   4b) 3   4c) 2 
 
 

Railway Rivals - Bolivia (RR2406BO) - Round 0  
 
Brad Martin, Jim Reader, Roger Trethewey and Bob Gingell are 
taking on my new nice-looking-but-tricky Bolivia map. 
 
Map image files (and some notes) are available here 
https://variablepig.org/boliviarr.html - note there are A4 half-
maps which you can tape together to make a nice big one. Not 
very 2020s, I know, but neither is our hobby. 
 
Everyone gets their first choice of start which supports my 
feeling that the starts are pretty even with 4 players. Two 5-
player games in Devolution are starting and these should show 
if the same is true for 5 - something I have doubts about. 

 
Player: Bob Gingell 
Company Name: CHE (Cheerful Happy Engines) 

Colour: Red (1st) 
Start: Trinidad (1st) 
 
Player: Roger Trethewey 
Company Name: GREEN 
Colour: Green (1st) 
Start: Santa Cruz (1st) 

https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2390XA2.jpg
https://variablepig.org/xanthrr.html
https://variablepig.org/boliviarr.html
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Player: Brad Martin 
Company Name: EVO (Every Valley Organizes) 
Colour: Blue (1st) 
Start: La Paz (1st) 
 
Player: Jim Reader 
Company Name: MONOPOL* (Magnificent, Original, Nice, Overblown, Powerful, Outstanding Lines) 
Colour: Yellow (1st) 
Start: Sucre (1st) 
 
*Monopol is the largest paint producer in Bolivia and one of our customers. I have never visited them, but in 
the event I were asked to go there, it would be to visit Monopol. I have met their technical people at Trade 
Shows. 

 
Rolls for Round 1:  1a) 6   1b) 3   1c) 5 
 
 

Postal Three Handed Chicago 3 - Final Round 
 

The game is for three players. Three hands are played simultaneously.  
https://variablepig.org/rules/threehandbridge.html 
 
Hand 1: Nobody vulnerable, player 1 = Tom Howell is dealer (S).  
Hand 2: Anyone who made a contract in hand 1 is vulnerable, player 2 

= John Marsden is dealer (S). 
Hand 3: Everyone vulnerable, player 3 = Roger Trethewey is dealer (S). 
 
Player numbers were determined randomly, with hands dealt (using a 
real pack of cards) and emailed out to the players. 
 

The Play 

 
So we've ended up with one contract for each player, let's see how they fare... 
 

HAND 1: John is declarer in 5C 
(doubled), Tom leads S6 

HAND 2: Tom is declarer in 2H, 
John leads SJ 

HAND 3: Roger is declarer in 2H, 
Tom leads S8 

  Dummy  

 K Q 10 7 

 J 4 

 J 4 

 Q 8 5 4 3 

 
TOM                 ROGER 

 6 2             J 9 5 4 3 

 K 3 2             10 8 6 

 K 10 8 7 5 3 2  A Q 9  

 7                       K 9   

   
JOHN 

 A 8 

 A Q 9 7 5 

 6 

 A J 10 6 2   
 

  Dummy 

 10 8 2 

 10 7 3 

 A Q 3 

 K 10 9 5 

             
JOHN                ROGER 

 J            Q 9 7 6 4 3   

 8 5 4               J 6 2   

 K J 10 7 6 2           9 

 Q 4 2              A 6 3   

     
TOM 

 A K 5 

 A K Q 9 

 8 5 4 

 J 8 7 
 

  Dummy 

           K 4 

 K 9 5 3 2 

 Q 10 6 2 

 5 4 

 
TOM                  JOHN 

 8               Q J 9 5 2 

 7                        J 4 

 A 9 8             K J 5 4 

 A K 10 9 8 7 6 3   J 2   

     
ROGER 

 A 10 7 6 3   

 A Q 10 8 6 

 7 3 

  Q 
 

https://variablepig.org/rules/threehandbridge.html
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For each hand I programmed the cards using the "Lay Out Hands" feature of Easy Bridge 4.0.4. I then played 
the cards toggling between human and computer selection as appropriate, attempting to follow players' 
instructions as faithfully as possible. At the end of each hand I clicked the "Computer Replay" button to see what 
it would come up with for declarer and defence tactics, and of course, outcome. 
 
Hand 1 

• John takes the first trick with SA, cashes HA and crosses to dummy via SK and runs CQ. 
• Roger covers with CK and declarer wins with CA and draws the last trump. 
• Crossing back to dummy with a trump allows the losing D6 to go on a wining spade. 
• HJ then loses to Tom's HK but declarer can ruff the diamond return and lay down HQ. 
• Hearts break 3-3 (with trumps to spare it doesn't matter much) enabling declarer can claim the rest. 

 
Result: Contract made (NV, doubled) with 1 overtrick for 650 points 
Computer Replay: 1 down (!) 
Comments: 5C looks the best contract with the big trump fit, but 4H is a make too thanks to the 3-3 split. 
 
Hand 2 

• Tom wins the opening lead with SK and leads the CJ which is covered by the Queen, King and Ace. 
• Roger leads his singleton diamond which goes round to the King and Ace in dummy. 
• Dummy leads H3 to HQ in hand all following. Next comes the C7 from hand which holds. 
• Tom leads D5 which is ruffed by Roger who leads back a spade for John to ruff. 
• Back comes another diamond ruffed by Roger's HJ. 
• The defenders score one more diamond ruff then declarer is high for the rest of the tricks. 

 

Result: Contract made exactly (NV, undoubled) for 110 points 
Computer Replay: 1 over 
Comments: Tom's orders would have yielded 2 overtricks had dummy overtaken C7 (then played trumps). 
Not easy to get there in this game but 3NT looks to be the best contract. 
 
Hand 3 

• Roger takes the first trick with SK then plays a second spade to the Ace, ruffed by Tom. 
• Tom then cashes CA and tries CK, ruffed by declarer who ruffs a spade then leads a diamond. 
• Tom wins the diamonds and continues with clubs. 
• Declarer ruffs high in dummy discarding a diamond from hand (John throwing a spade) 
• Cross-ruffing diamonds and spades wins every remaining trick bar one where John gets to overruff with 

HJ. 
 
Result: Contact made (V, undoubled) with one overtrick for 140 points 
Computer Replay: 2 over 
Comments: Roger was right to go for the cross-ruff instead of drawing trumps and running spades (he 
commented that the cross-ruff approach should make 3 or 4 whatever the splits). With the splits as they are 
drawing one round of trumps gives an extra trick and this is what the computer did. So 4H whilst possible would 
have been a bit optimistic, but could Tom have made 5C? With the favourable split of missing trumps and 
singletons in spades and hearts, the key is to play diamonds for no losers. Leading low twice to KJ through Q10 
achieves this, and to its credit Easy Bridge found this line (after I rebid the hand). 
 
Final Scores: 
 
John: 650 
Roger: 140 
Tom: 110 
 
As usual game end comments are welcome. I won't be running another one straight away but probably will do 
later and perhaps with slightly different rules. 
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Spacefiller Codeword 
 

Instead of start letters, there is some shading... 

 

 

 

1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
8 

 
9 

 
10 

 
11 

 
12 

 
13 

 
14 

 
15 

 
16 

 
17 

 
18 

 
19 

 
20 

 
21 

 
22 

 
23 

 
24 

 
25 

 
26 

 
 
 
 

Space Spacefiller 
 
Unfortunately, adding the spacefiller above to get the page count do divide exactly by four, has left me with a 
small space to fill. Instead of a crap joke, I’ve decided to say something about space itself. If you’re into space, 
time, the universe and everything I recommend you check out a Youtube channel called PBS Space Time featuring 
professor Matt O’Dowd, an Australian-born astrophysicist currently working in the USA. Geektastic stuff!  
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on-the-shelf 
vol. XVI, no. 47 15 February 2020                   

Brought to you by Tom Howell: off-the-shelf at olympus.net.  Welcome to on-the-shelf, volume XVI, number 47. 

Game sign ups:  I have Jim Reader for Breaking Away and Love Letter.   

Game Start:  Machi Koro:  Steve Ham, Roger Trethewey, Richard Smith, and anyone else who sends 

orders by the deadline.   

Round 9           Snakes and Ladders      Just for Richard 

Bob climbs up past Roger into unexplored territory.  Steve drops back in hopes of consoling Chris.  

Everyone else appears to plod slowly forward. 

+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
|         | R1 | R2 | R3 | R4 | R5 | R6 | R7 | R8 | R9 | 
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
| Bob     | 36 |  3 | 29 | 33 | 39 | 59 | 64 | 67 | 81 | 
| Roger   |  3 |  5 |  6 | 10 | 16 | 51 | 75 | 70 | 75 | 
| Richard |  3 |  7 | 29 | 34 | 40 | 59 | 63 | 64 | 67 | This space reserved 
| John    | 36 | 39 | 45 | 50 | 51 | 48 | 51 | 55 | 56 | 
| Brendan |  1 |  6 | 29 | 32 | 36 | 59 | 43 | 48 | 51 | 
| Judy    |  4 |  6 |  9 | 14 | 19 | 19 | 51 | 44 | 49 |  for future rounds. 
| Martin  |  5 | 11 | 12 | 16 | 18 | 51 | 55 | 44 | 45 | 
| Steve   |  5 |  6 | 10 | 16 | 19 | 51 | 56 | 44 | 29 | 
| Chris   |  3 |  4 |  9 | 11 | 15 | 51 | 22 | 10 | 16 | 
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
During turn 9, there were no trapdoors activated. 
 

Off the Palantir 

Steve Ham:  Happy New Year. Hope you are well and sorry to read about your divorce. 
Hopefully this year will be more enjoyable. 
I'm up for another game of Machi Koro but I'm not sure if you're after orders.  Next turn? 

Round 0                                    Machi Koro 鎌倆   ( Kamakura ) 

Thanks.  Well, ok.  Sorry Steve, I wasn’t very clear, was I?  I’ll suggest we use the same card set we 

used last time.  I’ll take suggestions, also.  If no objections or suggestions to the setup below, we’ll 

do round one next ish.  Otherwise, we’ll negotiate something satisfactory to the players. 

My suggested establishments deck is the basic game plus the Harbor Expansion ( without the Airport ) plus  
five cards from Millionaire's Row:  Corn Field, French Restaurant, Vineyard, Winery, Soda Bottling Plant.  

The proposed establishments and landmarks are listed below.  Notice that the purple establishments show 3 

cards of each type.  I'll change that, if necessary, to the number of players who submit orders for round one. 

For the market place, I'd like to try a twelve card market place with a 5-5-2 arrangement with some modifica-
tions to the starting layout. There will be three rows: five establishments on offer in both the first and second 

row; two establishments in the third row.  I'll shuffle all the purple cards into the third row replenishment deck;  

the remaining 1 through 6 activation roll cards into the first row replenishment deck; and the remaining 7 and 
higher activation roll cards into the second row replenishment deck.  Initial filling of the market place will be 

only with cards with an activation number of six or less.  Since there are only eleven different establishments 

with activation rolls of six or less, I will fill the first two rows from replenishment deck one, and the third row 
with purple cards with a six activation roll. 

When a player buys the last copy of an establishment on offer, I'll fill the empty space with a card from that 

rows' replenishment deck.  Thus, the second row will gradually fill with seven or higher activation cards.  If the 

row one replenishment deck gets exhausted, I’ll fill row one from the row two replenishment deck.. 
When a stall in the market place has been bought out:  Players can only choose from buildings on offer in the 

turn report, i.e. when the last building on offer is bought its replacement is not available until the next postal 

round.  Replenishment occurs between rounds.  This implies you may want to write conditional orders if you 
aren’t the first player and there are fewer buildings you want than your place in the rotation. 
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Below is the table of cards in use.  The number of Landmarks and Major Establishments have been changed to 

reflect the number of players.  Please keep a copy of the table as a reference. 

No Type Exp* Cost Roll Name Description 

3 Landmark H 2 - Harbour You may add 2 to your dice roll of ten or more. 

3 Landmark B 4 - Train Station You may roll 2 dice 

3 Landmark B 10 - Shopping Mall +1 coin for bakery, cafe, conv. store, restaurant 

3 Landmark B 16 - Amusement Park Extra go if you roll a double 

3 Landmark B 22 - Radio Tower You may reroll your dice once per go 

3 Start Card H 0 - City Hall Before buying, if you have no coins, get 1 from the bank. 

6 Blue B 1 1 Wheat Field Receive 1 coin from the bank (anyone's roll) 

6 Red H 4 1 Sushi Bar If you have a harbor, receive 3 coins from any player who rolls a 1 

6 Blue B 1 2 Livestock Farm Receive 1 coin from the bank (anyone's roll) 

6 Green B 1 2-3 Bakery Receive 1 coin from the bank 

6 Red B 2 3 Cafe Receive 1 coin from any player who rolls a 3 

6 
Blue M 2 3-4 Corn Field 

If you have less than 2 constructed landmarks, get 1 coin from the 
bank 

6 Green B 2 4 Convenience Store Receive 3 coins from the bank 

6 Blue H 2 4 Flower Orchard Receive 1 coin from the bank (anyone's roll) 

6 Blue B 3 5 Forest Receive 1 coin from the bank (anyone's roll) 

6 
Red M 3 5 French Restaurant 

If the player who rolled this 5 has 2 or more constructed landmarks, 
receive 5 coins from the player who rolled the dice. 

6 Green H 1 6 Flower Shop Receive 1 coin from the bank for each flower orchard. 

3 Purple B 6 6 Stadium Receive 2 coins from each player 

3 Purple B 7 6 TV Station Receive 5 coins from the player of your choice 

3 Purple B 8 6 Business Complex You may exchange 1 card** with an opponent 

6 Red H 1 7 Pizza Joint Receive 1 coin from any player who rolls a 7 

6 Blue M 3 7 Vineyard Receive 3 coins from the bank (anyone's roll) 

6 Green B 5 7 Cheese Factory Receive 3 coins for each Livestock Farm 

6 Red H 1 8 Hamburger Stand Receive 1 coin from any player who rolls an 8. 

6 Blue H 2 8 Mackerel Boat If you own a Harbor, receive 3 coins from the bank (anyone's roll) 

6 Green B 3 8 Furniture Factory Receive 3 coins for each Forest or Mine 

3 Purple H 4 8-9 Tax Office Take half of the coins from each player with 10 or more coins. 

6 Green M 3 9 Winery Get 6 coins for each vineyard you own. Then renovate this building. 

6 Blue B 6 9 Mine Receive 5 coins from the bank (anyone's roll) 

6 Red B 3 9-10 Restaurant Receive 2 coins from any player who rolls a 9 or 10 

6 Blue B 3 10 Apple Orchard Receive 3 coins from the bank (anyone's roll) 

6 Green M 5 11 Soda Bottling Plant Get 1 coin from the Bank for every red card owned by all players. 

6 Green B 2 11-12 Produce Market Receive 2 coins for each Wheat Field or Apple Orchard 

6 Green H 2 12-13 Food Warehouse Receive 2 coins from the bank for each red card you own. 

6 
Blue H 5 12-14 Tuna Boat 

Rolling player rolls two more dice. Every player gets paid that many 
coins per Tuna Boat if they own a harbor. 

* Expansion codes: B=Basic, H=Harbour, M=Millionaire's Row 
** excludes Landmarks and Major Establishments 

 

For round one, please tell me which establishment to purchase from the following initial market place: 

Market Place (numbers in parentheses are the quantity on offer): 

Café (3) [2] Bakery (1) [1] Sushi Bar (3) [4] Flower Shop (5) [1] Forest (1) [5] 

Flower Orchard (3) [2] Ranch (1) [1] Convenience Store (2) 
[2] 

Wheat Field (1) [1] Corn Field (1) [2] 

 TV Station (2) [7]  Business Center (1) [8]  

Player rotation as per Richard's games:  

   Round one: Roger, Richard, Steve, Roger      Round two: Richard, Steve, Roger, 
Richard  etc. 

So, let's get started.  Each player starts with three coins, a City Hall, a Wheat Field, and a Bakery.   
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Status Table 

Player Coins Buildings Landmarks 

Roger Trethewey 3 Wheat Field, Bakery City Hall 

Richard Smith 3 Wheat Field, Bakery City Hall 

Steve Ham 3 Wheat Field, Bakery City Hall 

I will assume you are rolling a single die (d6) unless you have a Train Station AND tell me you want to roll two die. 

Otherwise, rules as per the game rulebook.  
 

In My Neighborhood 
Around here it’s been the winter blahs.  We had about a foot and a half of snow.  There was a bit more 

in town.  Over at the farm, in Joyce, they got two feet.  This time, unlike last year, it all came down in 

one long fall – over a couple of days.  The subsequent week was cool with clear, sunny mornings but 

overcast afternoons.  The snow consolidated and gradually disappeared over the course of a week, 

during which I was snowed in.  I started shoveling slowly, just a bit at a time, first to the wood shed, 

garage and firewood box on the side of the house. Then the car and clear it and clear a space to turn 

the car around in.  Lastly, down the driveway.  At the point where someone coming up the driveway 

would see the house, I discovered that someone had come up one side of the driveway in snowshoes, 

stopping at each step to stomp both feet next to each other, compacting the snow where the car tires 

would have to travel.  At the point where they would see the house, they turned around and did the 

same thing back down the other side of the driveway.  Next time, they should come up to the house to 

say ‘hello,’ so I know who to curse while I have to shovel compacted snow. 

Most days since, up to about a week ago, we’ve had rain.  Sometimes all day, sometimes just a half 

day.  I try to get out to walk during the dry spells, but don’t always get the timing right.  A couple of 

days ago, on my way down the driveway, an owl flew up off the driveway twenty or thirty feet ahead 

of me and landed on a tree branch ten or twelve feet up.  We used to have spotted owls here, but 

they’ve been pushed out by barred owls.  The identifying markings are on the breast, but the owl 

perched facing away from me, looking back over its shoulder at me.  I talked at it for a few minutes 

before it flew farther away to a higher perch.  I never did see its front, so still don’t know which 

species it is. 

Off the Reference Shelf 
CDs  

A Delicate Touch, by Stuart Woods 

DEBT: The First 5,000 Years, by David Graeber 
Wolfpack, by Abby Wambach 

The Martian, by Andy Weir 

Back of Beyond, by C. J. Box 
Killing the Rising Sun, by Bill O’Reilly & Martin Dugard 

Drop by Drop, by Morgan Llywelyn 

The Pagan Lord, by Bernard Cornwell 
The Guardians, by John Grisham 

One Fine Day the Rabbi Bought a Cross, by Harry Kemelman 

Wolf Pack, by C. J. Box 

The Man Who Played With Fire: Stieg Larsson’s Lost Files and the Hunt for an Assassin, by Jan Stocklassa 
438 Days, by Jonathan Franklin 

The Chestnut Man, by Sǿren Sveistrup 

DVDs 

Language Families of the World, by John McWhorter, another of The Great Courses 
Ancient Skies, from PBS 

Collapse, from BlueMark Productions 
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JIM (CJ) READER,  TOM HOWELL    RICHARD SMITH,  
jim_reader”of”hotmail.com off-the-shelf”of”olympus.net  richard530smith"of"btinternet.com 

 

Jim Reader is the editor. Richard Smith does the printing and distribution from the UK. Back issues of the zine 
and most game rules are avalable from the website https://www.variablepig.org. Variable Pig also has a Mailing 
List primarily for announcements. Send a blank email to variablepig-subscribe@yahoogroups.co.uk to join 
(posting address variablepig@yahoogroups.co.uk). This mailing list may be moving soon but for the time being 
the administrator (Richard) will have to approve joiners. 
 
 

PIG WAITING LISTS 
 
BROTHERHOOD – Richard Smith and John Walker. 4 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
FAIR MEANS OR FOUL – John Walker, Brendan Whyte, Brad Martin and Arthur Owen. 1 more wanted (Polar 
Pig) 
PUERTO RICO – Chris Hibbert, Kev Lee and John Walker. 1 - 2 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
GOLDEN STRIDER – Arthur Owen, Richard Smith, Steve Ham, Chris Hibbert and John Walker. 3 more wanted 
(Polar Pig) 
MANEATER – John Marsden, Roger Trethewey, Kev Lee and Arthur Owen. 1 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
TEADANCE – Steve Ham. 2 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
ORIGINS OF WWI – Arthur Owen, Brendan Whyte, John Marsden. 4 more needed (on-the-shelf) 
1830 – Brad Martin and Natalie Amery. 2 - 4 more wanted (on-the-shelf) 
MACHI KORO - Roger Trethewey, Richard Smith, and Steve Ham. Gamestart inside, 1 - 3 more can join (on-
the-shelf) 
BREAKING AWAY – Jim Reader, 5 more wanted (on-the-shelf) 
LOVE LETTER – Jim Reader, 2 or 3 more wanted (on-the-shelf) 
FRAGMENTS MOVIE MADNESS – anyone can join in (Universe) 
GREAT BRAIN ROBBERY – Bob Pitman, Bob Gingell. 2 - 4 more wanted (Universe) 
GOLDEN STRIDER TARNISHED VARIANT V2 – Arthur Owen, Jim Reader, Steve Ham, John Walker – 
gamestart next issue but room for 1 more player (Universe) 
 
 

THE DEADLINE FOR VARIABLE PIG (SUSHAN) is Friday 13th March 2020 
 
 

 
 
In 2019, the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture issued Proclamation 2637 announcing the development of 6 new breeds of livestock including 
the Sushan Pig. This new, high quality lead hog was bred over 15 years at the Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences from 25% Taihu 

Pigs and foreign breeds. Sushan pigs are white in colour, medium in size with a slightly concave mouth and face; straight back and waist, 
flat abdomen and sturdy limbs, 

Google translated from http://www.ygsite.cn/show.asp?id=67988 

 

https://www.variablepig.org/
http://www.ygsite.cn/show.asp?id=67988
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